In word of mouth, consumers talk about their experiences with products and services with other consumers. These conversations are important sources of information for consumers. While word of mouth has fascinated researchers and practitioners for many years, little attention has been paid to the question of how consumers talk about products and brands, and whether and how this moderates the extent to which they influence other consumers. This dissertation fills this gap, and focuses on the language that consumers use when they describe their experiences. For example, if your brand new shirt lost its color after one or two washes, you could say to your friend “My shirt has faded,” or you could say “My shirt was of poor quality”. In the former case, you provide a very concrete description of what has happened. In the latter, you use more abstract wording, which generalizes this single experience to an overall impression of the shirt’s quality. This dissertation focuses on language abstraction, because abstractness is an important aspect of language, and it can be coded unambiguously and relatively easily. A series of experiments examined when and why consumers use abstract versus concrete language in word of mouth, and how these differences in language use affect the receiver of the word-of-mouth message. Among other things, the results show that consumers use more abstract language when they describe experiences that are in line with their prior opinions about a product, and that more abstract descriptions generally have a larger impact on other consumers.
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Chapter 1. Introducing Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

“The evidence is abundantly clear: word of mouth is the most important and effective communications channel. Now, the search is for strong, quantifiable research to help marketers navigate this new terrain, where the control rests with the consumer and not the marketer.” Ed Keller (2007)

Consumers like to share their experiences with products and services through word of mouth. According to Keller (2007), consumers engage in 120 word-of-mouth conversations per week. It is one of the oldest and most important methods to spread product and service information, and word of mouth has received continuous attention from scientists since the seminal work of Katz and Lazarsfeld’s (1955) over five decades ago (Arndt, 1967; Brown & Reingen, 1987; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Frenzen & Nakamoto, 1993; Watts & Dodds, 2007).

There are countless ways in which consumers can share positive and negative experiences and evaluations of services and products. For example, when a bright new shirt has lost its color after washing it once or twice, one could say to a friend “My brand X shirt has faded,” or one could say “My brand X shirt was of poor quality”. Where the former is a very concrete description of what has happened, the latter generalizes this experience to the overall quality of the shirt by using more abstract wording. But when and why does a consumer use which version? And what is the effect of each version on the listening party? The broad purpose of this dissertation is to improve our understanding of language use in word of mouth and its effects on receivers.

1.1 Word of Mouth

Word of mouth is commonly defined as (1) interpersonal communication (2) about products, services or company related issues (3) in which none of the participants are marketing sources (Arndt, 1967; Bone, 1995; Westbrook, 1987). Interpersonal
communication means that no mass media is used, but it can involve blogs and internet forums. Traditionally word of mouth is non-commercial. However, companies recently started using various strategies (e.g., financial rewards) to increase the likelihood that people will talk about their specific products (word-of-mouth marketing; Godes & Mayzlin, 2004; Ryu & Feick, 2007; Tuk, et al., 2009). Consumers often ask other consumers for advice when considering a new service or product (Arndt, 1967; Brown & Reingen, 1987). People are interested in and attend to word-of-mouth referrals, because they are perceived as credible and custom-tailored (Wirtz & Chew, 2002). As the credibility of the traditional marketing is declining, the power of word of mouth is thought to increase (Keller, 2007). The next paragraphs will present a brief overview of previous research on word of mouth.

A lot of research on word of mouth focused on source characteristics (Brown & Reingen, 1987; Herr, Kardes & Kim, 1991; Price, Feick, Higie, 1989). Overall, consumers prefer information from experts (Brown, Broderick & Lee, 2007; Feick & Price, 1987; Klucharev, Smidts, & Fernandez, 2008), and from people who are perceived to be similar to themselves (Gilly, Graham, Wolfinbarger, & Yale, 1998). Another well studied element of word of mouth is the relationship between the sender and the receiver, more precisely the tie strength (Brown & Reingen, 1987; De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008; Godes & Mayzlin, 2004; Van Hove & Lievens, 2009). Family members and friends are considered to be ‘strong ties’ and acquaintances are labeled ‘weak ties’. Word of mouth from strong ties has been shown to be perceived as more credible (Van Hove & Lievens, 2007), and to have a greater influence on receiver behavior (Bansal & Voyer, 2000; De Bruyn & Lilien, 2008). Additionally, the spread of (online) word of mouth has received increasing attention from researchers (e.g., Goldenberg, Libai, Moldovan, & Muller, 2007; Watts & Dodds, 2007). For instance, Van der Lans et al. (2009) developed a viral branching model which predicts how many customers will be reached through electronic word of mouth in a viral marketing campaign.

In word of mouth, a variety of motivations may influence what consumers say to one another (Dichter, 1966; Mangold, Miller, & Brockway, 1999; Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster, 1998; Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004). The satisfaction with a product or service is an important driver of word of mouth (Matos & Rossi, 2008; Brown, et al., 2005). Customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction results from a product experience being congruent or incongruent with consumers’ expectations (e.g., Oliver, 1997). When consumers are very satisfied or dissatisfied, they are more likely to spread word of mouth (Oliver, 1997). While satisfaction has a stronger relationship with
positive word of mouth than loyalty, disloyalty has a stronger relationship with negative word of mouth than dissatisfaction (Matos & Rossi, 2008).

Next to product or service (dis)satisfaction, word of mouth can also be driven by self or other focused motives (Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster, 1998; Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004). For self focused motives, consumers can share word of mouth to self enhance (e.g., come across as an expert), to relieve or regulate negative emotions (e.g., reduce anxiety), and to gain vengeance (e.g., revenge against company). Other self focused reasons to engage in word of mouth are high product involvement or when seeking advice is also self focused. Additionally, one can engage in word of mouth because of other-related motives such as altruism, which can be helping another consumer with useful advice or helping the company.

What consumers are actually saying in offline and online word of mouth has mainly been examined by measuring the amount and the valence of the product and service messages (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; East, Hammond & Wright, 2007; Frenzen & Nakamoto, 1993; Godes & Mazlin, 2004; Smith & Vogt, 1995). For instance, the amount of word of mouth about a movie offers significant explanatory power for box office revenues and performance (Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008; Liu, 2006). The popularity of studying the amount and valence of word of mouth stems in part from the ease with which these variables can be measured in (online) markets. Other aspects are more difficult to measure, and therefore less popular to use.

Where earlier research mainly focused on the effect of the amount of word of mouth on receivers, the valence of the word of mouth has been receiving more attention lately (Matos & Rossi, 2008). It is argued that extremely positive and extremely negative word of mouth are the most common examples of word-of-mouth communication (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008; Mazzarol, Sweeney, & Soutar, 2007). Whereas positive word of mouth has been shown to be more prevalent (East, Hammond & Wright, 2007), negative word of mouth seems to be more influential (Bone, 1995; Laczniak, DeCarlo, & Ramaswami, 2001), although East and colleagues (2008) have shown that this needs not always be true.

In sum, previous research on word of mouth has created an impressive body of knowledge about the valence and amount of word of mouth, how it spreads, and how it is influenced by the characteristics and motives of the source and receiver of word of mouth, while there has been very little empirical research on the content of word of mouth (i.e., what is being said and how).
1.2 Language Use in Word of Mouth

Through language people create and exchange meaning, and maintain social relationships (Fiedler, 2008a; Guerin, 2003; Holtgraves & Kashima, 2008; Semin, 2000). Innumerable research possibilities lay in the semantics (‘what words refer to’), syntactics (‘rules and consequences of words together’), and the pragmatics (‘interpretation of words in social context’) of language. Previous research has for instance examined the effect of language framing on persuasion, such as the effects of direct versus indirect product claims (Kardes, Kim, & Lim, 1994), and a loss frame (‘don’t miss out on …’) compared to a gain frame (‘enjoy …’) (Lee & Aaker, 2004; Maheswaran & Meyers-Levy, 1990). Language also encompasses a variety of (para)linguistic phenomena which can affect receivers, such as features of utterances as interjection, intonation, tag questions, and hesitations (e.g., ‘uh’, ‘hmm’) (Blankenship & Holtgraves, 2005; Brennan & Williams, 1995). This stresses that ‘how’ something is said may at times be just as important as ‘what’ is being said (Blankenship & Holtgraves, 2005; Fiedler, 2008a; Fitzsimons & Kay, 2004). Despite the obvious importance of this subject, language seems not to be receiving the attention that it deserves (Holtgraves & Kashima, 2008; Semin & Fiedler, 1988; Semin, 2000; Higgins, 1981). Especially, since language is an essential aspect of word of mouth, it is surprising that an in depth understanding of language use in word of mouth was still lacking. But how do we decide upon which dimension of language to focus? What linguistic aspect would be most likely to improve our understanding of word of mouth?

A main element of word of mouth is the interpersonal aspect: a consumer shares a service or product experience with another consumer. No two word-of-mouth messages are the same. Part of word-of-mouth’s strength lies in the option to tailor each message to a specific situation or audience. In other words, the context of the social interaction affects which product information is being shared and how this is communicated. Previous research in social psychology revealed that elements in the interpersonal communication context can affect the abstractness of the language that is used in communication about human behavior (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Maass, Salvi, Arcuri, & Semin, 1989; Maass, Milesi, Zabbini, & Stahlberg, 1995; Von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997; Webster, Kruglanski, & Dwight 1997; Wigboldus, Spears, & Semin, 2000).

Language abstraction is an essential property of language. The abstractness of language can vary from concrete (‘he hit someone’) to abstract (‘he is aggressive’;
Semin & Fiedler, 1988). The use of more abstract language implicates a belief that the event reflects an underlying disposition or trait of the actor. The exact nature of language abstraction will be explained in the next paragraph 1.3. In general, language abstraction enables the same intention to be communicated in a variety of different ways, and these choices are a reflection of the intended message of a sender (Semin & Fiedler, 1988, 1989, 1991). Subsequently, the abstractness of a description can be used to infer information about the sender of the message; it can reveal information about the psychological and social processes underlying message production (Maass, et al., 1995; Semin & Fiedler, 1988). Additionally, language abstraction could also play an important role in message perception and its effect on receivers’ cognitive inferences (Semin, 2000; Holtgrave & Kashima, 2008; Wigboldus, et al., 2000). Independently of the content of the message, language abstraction can convey meaning to a receiver, because it directs the attention of a receiver to a specific facet of the intended message and shapes the cognitive processes of the receiver. Thus, the abstractness of language conveys one’s interpretation and evaluation of information, and hereby serves a subtle function in communication.

Substantial literature has shown that people systematically vary language abstraction in interpersonal communication (for overviews see Wigboldus & Douglas, 2008 and Fiedler, 2008b). The ins and outs of this systematic use of language abstraction will be discussed thoroughly in paragraph 1.4.1 and 2.1. In general, more abstract descriptions are used for stereotype consistent behavior and more concrete descriptions for stereotype inconsistent behavior. In communication of stereotypes, the linguistic mechanism that underlies the biased language use revealed a vicious circle of stereotype transmission and maintenance.

The objective of this dissertation is to examine consumers use of language abstraction in word of mouth, and the effects of language abstraction on receivers. More specifically, I first sought to establish how and when consumers systematically frame product related message more concretely and abstractly. Previous studies on language abstraction were limited to the interpersonal domain. This dissertation is the first to study language abstraction in the descriptions of experiences with inanimate objects, products in my case. Additionally, this dissertation will study the impact of elements in the sender-receiver dyad on the language use of the sender, such as the receiver’s product attitude and a sender’s communication goal. Moreover, the impact of language abstraction on receivers will be studied. I propose that above and beyond the actual content and valence of the message, the language abstraction of a message
may reveal information about the sender, such as the attitude of the sender about the object of communication, and the motive for the communication. Furthermore, this dissertation will show that consumers receiving word of mouth can pick up on subtle cues provided by the sending consumer’s linguistic patterns, and how they are affected by the language abstraction of word of mouth. Finally, it introduces a moderator in the persuasiveness of language abstraction. In the next section language abstraction according to the linguistic category model is introduced, and the three core research questions of this dissertation are established.

1.3 Language Abstraction

The linguistic category model (Semin & Fiedler, 1988) provides a framework for studying the language that people use to describe social events. It focuses on the causes and consequences of using abstract versus concrete descriptions to describe events and experiences. This framework has been used to study language use in a variety of settings and has been successfully applied in various languages, including English, Italian, Greek, Japanese, German, and Dutch (Maass et al. 1995, 1998; Maass, Karasawa, Politi, & Suga, 2006; Webster, Kruglanski, & Dwight 1997; Schmid & Fiedler, 1998; Stapel & Semin, 2007). This framework will be used to study language abstraction in communication about products and services.

To systematically study language abstraction, the linguistic category model refrains from a subjective analysis of the content and meaning of specific words, but focuses on more general linguistic aspects of language use (Semin & Fielder, 1988). In particular, the model focuses on the level of abstractness of the verbs and predicates that are used to describe behavior. The model distinguishes four different categories of verbs and predicates, which are presented below, in order of increasing levels of abstractness. At the most concrete level are Descriptive Action Verbs (DAV), which convey non-interpretative descriptions of single, observable events (e.g., “Kirk hits Matt”). At the second level, Interpretive Action Verbs (IAV) refer to a more general class of specific observable behaviors. IAVs do not preserve the perceptual features of an action (e.g., “Kirk hurts Matt”). State Verbs (SV) form the third category. They describe an enduring unobservable (mental) state of the actor, and not a specific behavior (e.g., “Kirk hates Matt”). The most abstract category consists of Adjectives (Adj), which describe only the sentence subject and generalize the behavior to the trait level, which is presumably stable across events (e.g., “Kirk is aggressive”).
A single event can be described at different levels of abstraction. For example, a person who sees Kirk hitting Matt may use the concrete statement “Kirk hits Matt,” which describes Kirks behavior in this specific situation. The statement is easy to verify and leaves little room for dispute. It is likely to be used by people who feel that this behavior is due to factors outside Kirk, and who do not see Kirk as a violent person in general. On the other hand, someone who is observing this situation could also choose to say “Kirk is aggressive,” which is more informative about Kirk’s personality and suggests that Kirk acts violently in many situations and toward many others. This statement is more difficult to verify and more open for dispute, since it generalizes this one behavior to the level of Kirk’s personality. When a behavior is described in more abstract language, people perceive this behavior to be more stable, and more likely to be repeated by this person. Thus, with increasing abstraction, descriptions become more informative about the actor in the event, and less informative about the situational circumstances (Semin & Fiedler, 1988; Wigboldus, et al., 2000).

Note that concrete and abstract language according to the linguistic category model are not comparable to how the concepts ‘concrete’ and ‘abstract’ are examined in previous marketing research. Differences in persuasiveness of concrete and abstract information are well documented in marketing (Aggarwal & Law, 2005; Corfman, 1991; Hamilton & Thompson, 2007; Keller & Block, 1997; Kim & Meyers-Levy, 2007; Kim, Rao, & Lee, 2007; Lee & Ariely, 2006; Lee, Keller & Sterntthal, 2010; Mackenzie, 1986; Maheswaran & Sterntthal, 1990; Meyers-Levy & Zhu, 2007; Zhao, Hoeffler & Zauberamn, 2007). In one of the first papers on concrete and abstract information, Mackenzie (1986) showed that concretely worded messages attract more attention and are more persuasive than abstractly worded messages. Recent research focused on specific situations in which abstract information is more persuasive, such as the (interaction)effects of abstractness, consumer processing and cognitive resources on context effects (Kim & Meyers-Levy, 2007). In these marketing studies, concrete- and abstractness is manipulated in line with the meaning of the concepts in everyday language: abstract information is imprecise and subjective (e.g., overall quality), and concrete information is detailed and objective, and often in addition to abstract information (e.g., price, ranking with stars). For instance, an abstract message was ‘according to industry sources, many watches breakdown due to water getting into the case’, while in the concrete version the word ‘many’ was replaced with ‘3 out of every 4’ (Mackenzie, 1986). The main difference between previous marketing research on concrete- and abstractness and language abstraction according to the linguistic
category model lays in the fact that in the latter version language abstraction - the level of abstractness - is established on the use of verbs and predicates, not on the addition of facts and specifics. Language abstraction evolves around speaking more concrete or abstractly, not solely about meaning something more concrete or abstractly. Adding facts or detailed information may change the concrete or abstractness of information, but this does not change the language abstraction of the information according to the category model. Thus, both descriptions with ‘many’ and ‘3 out of 4’ would be rated as Interpretive Action Verbs descriptions, based on the use of the verb ‘breakdown’.

1.4 Research Questions

1.4.1 Effect of Senders’ Product Attitudes on Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

Research in social psychology (Maass et al., 1995; Wigboldus et al., 2000) has shown that the level of abstraction that people use to describe an event is influenced by their a-priori expectations about the actor in the event. More specifically, behavior that is congruent with one’s expectations about the actor will be described in a more abstract manner, because such language emphasizes the fact that the behavior is thought to represent a stable and typical behavioral tendency of this person. On the other hand, if an actor behaves in a way that is unexpected and surprising, people will describe this behavior concretely, which dissociates the behavior from the actor and frames it as a one time event (Wigboldus et al. 2000). These expectations can be based on many grounds, including for example on group membership or stereotypes (Maass et al., 1989, 1995, 1998; Wigboldus et al., 2000). For example, Maass et al. (1989) asked participants to describe the behavior of a character in a cartoon. If the behaviors shown in the cartoons were positive (e.g., helping someone), the participants used more abstract language when the characters were ingroup members (e.g., students from the same university, or people from the same city as the participants) than when the characters were outgroup members. This finding was reversed for negative behaviors such as littering, where descriptions of negative behavior were more abstract for outgroup members than for ingroup members. This phenomenon is referred to as the linguistic intergroup bias. Wigboldus et al. (2000) examined whether the same effect occurs when people describe characters who engage in behaviors that are congruent or incongruent with the observer’s stereotype of the actor (regardless of whether this
actor is an ingroup or outgroup member). Indeed, their findings showed a linguistic expectancy bias: people use more abstract language to describe behavior that is congruent with their stereotype-based expectations of the actor.

This dissertation first sought to establish if consumers systematically use language abstraction when sharing product experiences with other consumers\(^1\). The first research question is:

*Do consumers systematically use language abstraction in word of mouth, and what is driving this behavior?*

I propose that the level of abstraction that people use to describe a product experience is influenced by their a-priori attitudes about the product in the experience. Chapter 2 contains six studies in which a variety of manipulations for the independent and dependent variables are used, and a wide range of product categories (ranging from durables to fast moving consumer goods) are studied to demonstrate the robustness of a systematic variation in consumers use of more concrete and abstract word-of-mouth messages. More specifically, this chapter shows that product experiences that are congruent with consumers’ brand attitudes are communicated more abstractly than experiences that are incongruent with brand attitude.

A potential criticism of previous research on linguistic bias lies in the inherent relationship between the abstractness of a description and its valence. One could argue that a more abstract description of negative word of mouth paints a less favorable picture of the brand, because abstract language portrays an event as being more characteristic of the brand. For instance, the abstract version of a negative product experience “My brand X shirt was of poor quality” can be considered as a more negative description than the more concrete version “My brand X shirt has faded”. In that case it may be that systematic use of language abstraction is not driven by the abstractness of language, but by the valence inherent to the levels of the linguistic category model. Although some studies have attempted to address this alternative explanation (Maass, et al., 1989; Douglas & Sutton, 2003), there is no consistent empirical evidence that excludes valence as an alternative hypothesis for the

---

1 For sake of readability we will use the terms *product* experiences and *product* descriptions in this dissertation, but we have examined word of mouth about both products and services. See e.g., Appendix A for the stimulus material on the service communication network, or Appendix C for the descriptions of the service of a mortgage broker.
systematic use of language abstraction. This dissertation will demonstrate that variations in the valence of language cannot account for the systematic use of language abstraction, and the effects of language abstraction on consumer behaviour.

Furthermore, it will be explored what is driving this systematic language use in word of mouth. This dissertation will show that the variations in language abstraction are driven by the fact that consumer’s inferences about the cause of an experience are determined by their a priori expectations. Hence, the first empirical chapter (Chapter 2) will answer the first research question by investigating the sender’s use of language abstraction in word of mouth, demonstrating the underlying mechanism and excluding an important alternative explanation for the phenomenon.

1.4.2 Variations in Language Abstraction by Sender-Receiver Dyad

During word of mouth, consumers’ language use may not only be affected by the product experience and product attitude of the sending consumer, but also by other variables, such as the goal with which consumers communicate or various characteristics of the receiver. Several studies have shown that the systematic variations in language abstraction escape conscious access and are difficult to control (Maass et al., 1995; Von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997; Webster, Kruglanski, & Pattison, 1997). People generally seem unaware of the abstraction level at which they describe an event, and their motivations for choosing a certain level do not seem to be cognitively accessible (see also Franco & Maass, 1996, 1999). In spite of this, there are a number of studies that show that language abstraction may be used strategically, corresponding for example to the motivation to protect one’s ingroup (Maass et al., 1996, 1998; Sekaquaptewa et al., 2003; Schmid & Fiedler, 1998), to reach cognitive closure (Webster, Kruglanski, & Pattison, 1997), or in response to communication instructions (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Douglas, Sutton, & Wilkin, 2008; Semin, et al., 2005; Rubini & Sigall, 2002; Wenneker, et al., 2005).

These findings suggest that the language that consumers use in word of mouth may not only be driven by their a priori attitudes about product experiences, but also by other elements of the sender-receiver dyad. I argue that language abstraction can be used adaptively to adjust to the word-of-mouth sender-receiver dyad, including such elements as the underlying goal of a product referral or characteristics of a conversation partner.
Thus, the second research question is:

*Do consumers adapt the abstractness of their language to the goal of the communication and the attitude of a receiver?*

This dissertation will show that a sender’s use of language abstraction is affected by the characteristics of a receiving consumer. More specifically, more abstract language is used for product information that is consistent with the product attitude of a receiver than for product information that is inconsistent with the receiver’s attitude. I label this phenomenon the *Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction*. Moreover, it is hypothesized that the language abstraction of a product message will also be affected by the goal of the product referral. Consumers will be shown to vary language abstraction based on a frequent communication goal in marketing, i.e. to persuade another consumer of the superiority of a product. Thus, Chapter 3 reveals the sender’s adaptive use of language abstraction triggered by two crucial elements in a sender-receiver dyad.

### 1.4.3 Effect of Language Abstraction on Receiver

In addition to studying the language that is used by consumers sending word of mouth, this dissertation will examine the effects of language abstraction on consumers receiving word of mouth. Research on language abstraction has mainly focused on the factors that cause people to describe events in abstract or concrete terms. Far less is known about the ways in which receivers respond to communicators’ use of abstract versus concrete language. Some studies showed that the level of language abstraction that is used in descriptions of events influences the extent to which these descriptions affect the readers of these descriptions. Wigboldus and colleagues (2000) for example demonstrated that stories which described behavior of a stereotyped actor led to more dispositional inferences about the actor when this behavior was consistent with the observer’s stereotypes of the actor. Importantly, this effect was mediated by the level of abstraction of the language that was used to describe this behavior. This finding is in line with the notion that abstract descriptions are less focused on the specific circumstances under which the behavior was performed, and are more informative of the actor (Semin & Fiedler, 1988; Wigboldus, Semin, & Spears, 2006).
Generally speaking are receivers more positive about a product or service after receiving positive word of mouth, and more negative after receiving negative word of mouth (Bone, 1995; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; East, Hammond, & Wright, 2007). But it is not clear how the valence of the word of mouth and its language abstraction interact. Is positive word of mouth more persuasive when it is phrased abstractly or concretely? And does abstractness have the same impact with negative messages? On the one hand, the linguistic category model (Semin & Fiedler, 1988) postulates that abstract descriptions relate an event or behavior to dispositional rather than situational factors, and generalize the information to the level of the actor, or, in the present context, to the level of the product. Framing product information as a stable quality could have a stronger impact than framing it context dependently in a concrete word-of-mouth message. On the other hand, abstract descriptions are more open to dispute and less verifiable, while concrete descriptions are often more vivid, and vividness has been shown to have a persuasive effect (Kim, Kardes, & Herr, 1991; Kisielius & Sternthal, 1984). The third research question is:

*How does language abstraction moderate the impact of word of mouth on receivers, and what moderates this effect?*

Chapter 4 will first demonstrate that the language abstraction of a word-of-mouth message can be used to infer a sender’s product attitude. More specifically, senders are inferred to have a more positive attitude when communicating a more abstract (vs. concrete) positive product referral, and when communicating a more concrete (vs. abstract) negative referral. In addition, the chapter will show that receivers have a higher buying intention after more abstract (vs. concrete) positive word of mouth and after more concrete (vs. abstract) negative word of mouth. Finally, chapter 4 will show how the objective of the receiver moderates the persuasiveness of language abstraction. Information that is consistent with a receiver’s focus leads to a higher buying intention than inconsistent information.

Hence, the findings of Chapter 3 suggest that senders take the effects of language abstraction on receivers into account when describing product experiences, and in Chapter 4 will examine the actual effects of the abstractness of a word-of-mouth message on receivers. Chapter 2 to 4 complete the communication cycle from the sender’s use of language abstraction to the impact of abstractness on receivers. In
chapter 5, I will elaborate on the scientific and practical implications of the findings of this dissertation, and discuss suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2. Effect of Sender’s Product Attitudes on Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

2.1 Systematic Variations in Language Abstraction

Research in social psychology has shown that the abstractness of language that people use to describe another person’s behavior is influenced by the extent to which this behavior is congruent or incongruent with their expectations (Maass, Milesi, Zabbini, & Stahlberg, 1995; Maass, Salvi, Arcuri, & Semin, 1989; Schmid, & Fiedler, 1998; Wigboldus, Spears, & Semin, 2000). These expectations can be based on stereotypes, ingroup or outgroup membership, or general liking or disliking of the person. Maass (1989) first demonstrated this systematic use of language abstraction in descriptions of human behavior, and referred to this phenomenon as the linguistic intergroup bias. For instance, positive behavior of ingroup members and negative behavior of outgroup members is described more abstractly than negative behavior of ingroup members and positive behavior of outgroup members. Additionally, Wigboldus and colleagues (2000) demonstrated that people use more abstract language to describe behavior that is congruent with their (stereotype-based) expectations of an actor, and dubbed this effect the linguistic expectancy bias.

Previous research on language abstraction has been limited to the interpersonal domain. This dissertation will examine language use in the descriptions of experiences with inanimate objects. More specifically, this chapter will examine how consumers’ use of abstract versus concrete language in word of mouth is influenced by the congruency or incongruency between their product attitudes and their product experiences.

It is not self-evident that the congruency or incongruency between product attitudes and product experiences should lead to the same kind of variations in the use of language abstraction as has been shown with descriptions of human behavior. In prior research on linguistic bias, expectations about a person’s behavior were based on stereotypes or group membership. The level of language abstraction used in descriptions of someone’s behavior implicitly communicates a belief about the degree to which this behavior reflects an underlying disposition or trait of the actor (Semin &
Fiedler, 1988; Wigboldus et al., 2000). At a more general level, this assumes that people who find themselves in a certain situation can choose to act in a certain way, and that this choice reveals something about their dispositions or traits. Inanimate objects such as products, however, do not choose to behave differently in different situations. A fountain pen is not eager to write a high quality dissertation, and cannot refuse to write low quality work. Products cannot choose to act in a certain way, and are therefore not evaluated on those grounds. This may prevent consumers from varying language abstraction in product descriptions based on their attitudes towards the product. In addition, product experiences by definition are interactions between products and consumers, which is why word of mouth often has the user (which may be either the communicator or another consumer) rather than the product at the center of attention (e.g., ‘the guy next door drives a BMW’). In other words, when consumers describe a product experience, they may focus on their own feelings and thoughts, or (if they describe another consumer’s experience) they may share the experience in order to communicate something about the user rather than the product. It is not obvious, therefore, that consumers’ use of language abstraction in product descriptions should be influenced by their attitudes toward the product.

This dissertation will examine the extent to which language abstraction in consumers’ descriptions of product experiences is influenced by their a priori attitudes towards the product. The focus will first be on negative product experiences (Study 2.1 and Study 2.2). Compared to positive experiences, these are often thought to have a larger impact on consumers’ preference and satisfaction judgments (Mittal, Ross & Baldesare, 1998; Mizerski, 1982), and are more likely to lead to word of mouth (e.g., Anderson, 1998; Richins, 1983). Studies 2.3 through 2.6 generalize this to the domain of positive product experiences.

In line with the literature on linguistic biases in interpersonal interactions, I hypothesize that consumers use more abstract language to describe negative experiences with a product of a brand towards which they hold an unfavorable brand attitude. In this case, consumers will more likely view the negative experience as more typical and representative of the brand. In other words, consumers with an unfavorable attitude towards the product are more likely to view its poor performance as the result of an enduring characteristic (flaw), which is likely to occur on various occasions. Conversely, consumers with a favorable brand attitude will be more likely to regard a negative experience as an exception to the rule and be reluctant to
generalize the experience to the brand level. They would choose to describe the experience in concrete terms, which frames the experience as a one time event.

**H1a** Negative product experiences will be communicated more *abstractly* by consumers with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude.

For positive experiences, I expect the pattern to be reversed. More specifically, I expect that consumers with a favorable brand attitude will be more likely to regard positive experiences as typical for the brand, because positive experiences are more congruent with their favorable attitude towards it. This should be reflected in the use of abstract language, which generalizes the experience to the brand level.

**H1b** Positive product experiences will be communicated more *concretely* by consumers with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude.

When tested in combination, Hypotheses 1a and 1b should lead to a cross-over interaction between product experience (positive vs. negative) and brand attitude (favorable vs. unfavorable). With six studies this chapter robustly demonstrate that consumer systematically bias linguistic abstraction in word of mouth. Studies 2.1 and 2.2 focus on negative word of mouth and studies 2.3 to 2.6 examine the use of language abstraction in messages about both positive as negative product experiences. In Study 2.1, participants use a product themselves, and then communicate this experience to another consumer. In Study 2.2 these findings are replicated with an experience that another customer has with a product. Study 2.3 studies language use with both positive and negative experiences, and Study 2.4 replicates this study with existing brand attitudes. Study 2.5 examines systematic language use with an open dependent variable (participants are asked to describe a product experience in their own words). Finally, Study 2.6 examines the mechanism driving language use (see paragraph 2.3 for explanation).
2.2 Is Valence or Abstraction Driving Systematic Language Use?

One potential criticism of research on systematic language use lies in the inherent relationship between the abstractness of a description and the valence of that description. Because abstract language portrays a behavior as being more characteristic of the actor, the use of more abstract descriptions of negative experiences paints a less favorable picture of the actor. It may very well be that consumers who hold an unfavorable attitude toward a brand choose to describe a negative experience in more abstract terms, simply because these terms paint a more negative picture of the brand. Conversely, consumers with a favorable brand attitude would prefer concrete language to describe a negative experience, because this gives the least negative description of the event and thus reflects their favorable opinion. This confound also provides a possible alternative explanation for the linguistic intergroup bias studied in social psychology: if an ingroup member acts undesirably, people may be more likely to describe this behavior in concrete terms (e.g., ‘Mary dropped rubbish on the ground’) because that description is less negative about the ingroup member than a more abstract description (e.g., ‘Mary is dirty’), which generalizes the event to the personality of the actor.

Maass and colleagues (1989) addressed this explanation in their seminal work on linguistic intergroup bias. The desirability of the descriptions used in the first study of this paper was measured in a post-hoc test. The authors then collapsed the lower (DAV and IAV) and higher (SV and Adj) levels of the linguistic category model, and found that desirability increased with abstractness for both positive and negative behaviors. Since this occurred for both behaviors, the differences in desirability could not account for the linguistic intergroup bias that they observed in that study. In a later study, Douglas and Sutton (2003, Study 5) examined the relationship between abstraction and valence by mediation analyses. These authors asked a separate group of participants to rate the valence of the descriptions that were used in this study, and the language abstraction and the valence of the descriptions were found to be related. However, mediation analyses showed that the valence of descriptions did not mediate the relationship between expectations and language abstraction.

I propose that variations in the valence of language do not account for the systematic use of language abstraction and the effects of variations in language abstraction on consumer behaviour. One of the aims of this chapter is to provide consistent empirical evidence to exclude valence as an alternative hypothesis for the systematic use of language abstraction. To examine the role of language valence in
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word of mouth, the valence of the word-of-mouth communication is measured and through mediation it is demonstrated that valence does not mediate the interaction effects of product attitude and product experience on the systematic use of language abstraction (Study 2.3 and 2.5). Additionally, the valence of the study material is kept constant in Study 2.1, and it still revealed confirming results for the systematic language use. More excitingly, Study 2.2 is the first study in the literature in which the relationship between valence and abstraction is manipulated experimentally. The valence of product descriptions is manipulated so that the valence of the descriptions is either positively or negatively correlated with language abstraction. Strikingly, no interaction between language abstraction and language valence is found, which shows that consumers’ use of more abstract language to describe product experiences that are congruent with their attitudes does not depend on a positive correlation between valence and abstraction.

2.3 Mechanism of Systematic Use of Language Abstraction

Semin and Fiedler’s (1988, 1989) four-level linguistic model proposes that people vary language abstraction because of its cognitive implications, such as informativeness about the situation, and the temporal stability of the quality expressed in the sentence. Semin and Fiedler (1988, 1989) provided evidence for the fact that language abstraction relates to these constructs. From a receiver’s side, Wigboldus, Semin and Spears (2006) have also shown that receivers infer a more situational or dispositional causation on variations in language abstraction. This dissertation will empirically test the meditational process for a sender’s use of more concrete or abstract language. In line with Semin and Fiedler’s (1989) theorizing, I propose that these variations in language abstraction are caused by the fact that consumer’s inferences about the cause of an experience are determined by their a priori expectations (see Wenneker, Wigboldus, & Spears, 2005, for a similar argument). More specifically, if a product experience is in line with our attitude towards that product, we tend to generalize our observation to other situations, and regard it as a confirmation of our ideas. Thus, if we a priori consider a person to be aggressive, and we see this person hitting someone, we are likely to make a dispositional inference, and regard this behavior as a manifestation of the underlying disposition. In line with this reasoning, research on action identification showed that describing someone’s actions at a high level of action
identification is associated with claiming that they are acting intentional (Kozak, Marsh, & Wegner, 2006).

On the other hand, if an observation counters our expectations, we tend to cognitively isolate the behavior from the person, and attribute the behavior to the environment or other actors. Similarly, in the context of product experiences, this would imply that for experiences that are not in line with our attitudes regarding the brand or product, consumers are more likely to seek explanation in the context, which may include the situation in which the product is consumed or the person who is consuming it. Thus, for product experiences which are incongruent to the product attitude, consumers may be better able to generate disabling conditions for the product experience (e.g., dependent on specific environmental circumstance or on an user), which blocks the experience to be seen as a disposition of the brand (Chandon & Janiszewski, 2009).

In sum, if product experiences are congruent with consumer’s a priori product attitudes, consumers will be more likely to infer that the experience can be attributed to the product itself, and not to the user or the usage situation. This inference translates into the use of more abstract language to describe the experience. Along the same lines, incongruent experiences are more likely to be attributed to the user or the usage situation, which favors the use of concrete language to describe the experience. This mechanism represents a central tenet of the Linguistic Category Model, and answers the question: “Why do consumers systematically use language abstraction?” Accordingly, it is hypothesized:

H2 The inferred cause of the experience mediates the effect of product attitude and experience on systematic variations in the use of language abstraction.

2.4 Empirical Studies

Study 2.1: Language Abstraction in Negative Word of Mouth

This study sought to establish a systematic use of language abstraction when consumers describe negative experiences with products. Participants were asked to test a product; they tested a ballpoint pen, and then described their experience with it.
The pen was invisibly damaged so that its writing quality was rather poor. To manipulate consumers’ attitudes toward the pen, they were either told that they were testing a Parker pen (a well-known high quality brand) or that they were testing a BIC pen (an equally well-known low quality brand). After testing the pen on a piece of paper, they were asked to describe their experience to another student. In line with earlier research on language abstraction, participants were presented with a set of four different descriptions that they could use to describe their experience. These four descriptions correspond to the four different levels of language abstraction proposed by the model (Maass, et al., 1989, 1995; Wigboldus, et al., 2000; Douglas & Sutton, 2003). In the study and pretests, the descriptions were presented in random order. Below are the four levels of descriptions ordered from less to more abstract in terms of the linguistic category model (DAV, IAV, SV, and Adj).

- A Parker [BIC] pen sometimes does not write
- A Parker [BIC] pen sometimes does not work
- I rate a Parker [BIC] pen as not good
- A Parker [BIC] pen has a mediocre quality

Note that this study in itself provides an interesting extension of previous work on linguistic biases, by focusing on descriptions of participants own experiences with products, rather than descriptions of other people’s behaviors (Maass, et al., 1989, 1995; Douglas & Sutton, 2003, 2006; Webster, Kruglanski, & Dwight, 1997). Pretest 1 studied the perceived quality and familiarity with the brands Parker and BIC, pretest 2 examined the perceived language abstraction, and pretest 3 the perceived valence.

Pretests

Pretest 1

A first pretest examined the perceived quality and familiarity with the brands Parker and BIC in a between-subjects design with fifty-seven students from the same pool of participants. Perceived quality was measured on a scale from (1) low quality to (9) high quality, and familiarity on a scale from (1) ‘I am not at all familiar with this brand’ to (9) ‘I’m very familiar with this brand’. As anticipated, mean perceived quality ratings were higher for the Parker brand than for the BIC (7.75 vs. 6.83, \(t(55) = \))
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3.41, \( p < .001 \), and Parker and BIC were rated as equally well-known brands (7.43 vs. 6.93, \( t(55) = 1.19, p = .239 \)).

**Pretest 2**

A second pretest studied participants’ perceptions of the language abstraction of the four descriptions with the ballpoint pen. Although these descriptions were formulated according to the linguistic category model, this does not necessarily imply that participants also *perceived* language abstraction to increase from the lowest level (DAV) to the second level (IAV), to the third level (SV), and to the fourth level (Adj).

Ninety-seven participants from the same subject pool as the study were shown the four descriptions of the ballpoint pen in random order (note that this mimics the presentation format in the actual experiment), and were asked to indicate the language abstraction for each description on a seven-point scale running from (1) concrete to (7) abstract. A repeated measure ANOVA with language abstraction of the description as a within subject variable with four levels (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj.) indicated that the manipulated level of language abstraction had a significant effect on the perceived language abstraction (\( F(3, 288) = 41.21, p < .001 \)). Follow-up planned comparisons confirmed that the DAV description (3.01) was perceived to be more concrete than the IAV description (3.63, \( F(1, 96) = 16.74, p < .001 \)), which in turn was seen as more concrete than the SV description (5.00, \( F(1, 96) = 23.57, p < .001 \)), which itself was perceived as marginally more concrete than the Adj description (5.56, \( F(1, 96) = 3.78, p = .055 \)). This means that a set of descriptions was created effectively, in which the intended level of language abstraction corresponds to the observed level of language abstraction.

**Pretest 3**

A third pretest examined the valence of the four descriptions. To rule out an alternative explanation whereby linguistic biases could be attributed to differences in the valence of descriptions, a set of descriptions were formulated in which the abstract descriptions in the set would not be more negative than the concrete descriptions. Twenty-three participants were shown the four descriptions of the ballpoint pen as in pretest 2, and were asked to rate them from (1) not at all negative to (4) very negative. A repeated measures ANOVA with language abstraction (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) as a four-level within subject factor showed a marginally significant effect (\( F(3,66) = 2.66, p = .055 \)). Average ratings were most negative for the most concrete statement (DAV; 2.43), and least negative for the most abstract description (Adj; 1.96). Negativity
ratings for the intermediate levels IAV (2.13) and SV (2.17) were in-between. The difference between the most concrete and most abstract statement is significant ($F(1,22) = 6.53$, $p < .05$), so within this set of descriptions there was a marginally significant inverse relationship between negativity and abstraction.

The second and third pretest thus suggest that I was successful in creating a set of four descriptions of this negative experience in which the observed abstractness corresponds to the intended language abstraction, and the negativity of the descriptions did not increase with increased language abstraction.

**Method**

*Design and Procedure*

Forty-three students were randomly assigned to a design in which brand attitude (unfavorable vs. favorable) was manipulated between subjects. Half of the participants were informed that the pen was made by Parker (a well-known high quality brand), while the other half was informed that the tested pen was a BIC pen (a well-known low-quality brand). The pen was presented in an unmarked silver casing. I invisibly damaged the points of the pens to make them write poorly. Participants were asked to write with the pen in order to test it. To make sure that participants indeed evaluated the pen, they were asked to indicate the writing color of the pen and the color of the casing from list of several alternatives. All of the participants provided the correct answers to these questions.

*Dependent Variables*

To obtain the main dependent variable, participants were asked how they would describe their experience to another student. Each participant was shown the pretested set of four product descriptions, and was then asked to choose the description that they would use if they were to communicate the product experience to someone else. This is the main dependent variable used in most research on language abstraction (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Maass, et al., 1989, 1995). In the analysis the four levels (which increase in terms of language abstraction) were coded from 1 to 4: DAV = 1, IAV = 2, SV = 3 and Adj = 4. Following earlier studies (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Maass, et al., 1989), these scores were treated as an interval scale. The averages were calculated within each of the two conditions.
Manipulation Checks

As a manipulation check for product attitude, at the end of the test the participants were asked to identify the brand of the ballpoint pen from several alternatives. The manipulation check for product attitude revealed that all but two of the forty-three participants correctly remembered the brand of the pen. When these two participants are excluded from the analyses the effect remains significant. I also checked whether the product experience was viewed as negative, by asking participants to indicate whether the pen wrote well or not. Forty-one participants indicated that they thought the pen did not write well. When the data from the two participants who indicated the ballpoint pen wrote well were excluded, the effect remained significant.

After an open-ended suspicion probe, participants were debriefed and thanked. None of the participants in any of the studies of this dissertation indicated awareness of the processes underlying their answers in the dependent variables, the systematic variation in their language use, or the purposes of the studies.

Results

An ANOVA on the use of language abstraction with brand attitude (favorable vs. unfavorable) as independent variable revealed the expected difference in language use ($F(1,41) = 8.13$, $p < .01$). In line with Hypothesis 1a, the negative experience was described in more abstract terms by participants with an unfavorable brand attitude (BIC; 3.25) than by participants with a favorable brand attitude (Parker; 2.32).

Discussion

This study reveals that consumers who have a negative experience with a product describe this experience in more abstract terms when they hold a less favorable a priori attitude toward the brand. This study provides a first demonstration of linguistic expectancy bias in the context of word of mouth. Here a set of descriptions was used that allowed us to rule out an alterative explanation, in which participants simply choose more negative descriptions to describe a less favorable brand. More specifically, a set of descriptions was created in which the negativity of the descriptions did not increase with the level of abstraction of the descriptions.

Study 2.2 seeks to generalize this effect to another form of word of mouth, in which consumers describe the experience of another consumer. To further address the possible confound between valence and abstraction, Study 2.2 uses a design in which the valence of descriptions is manipulated so that it either decreases or increases with
the level of language abstraction. By examining the interaction between valence and abstraction, I can assess the extent to which these factors influence language use.

**Study 2.2: Language Abstraction and Valence**

This study examined whether or not systematic language use is driven by a process in which consumers seek to describe product experiences in such a way that the valence of the description matches their a priori attitude toward the product. To this end, not one but two sets of descriptions of one product experience were carefully constructed, in which the direction of the correlation between language abstraction and valence was manipulated.

This study focused on a negative product experience, and it showed participants a short video clip in which a person cut himself while shaving. The favorability of participants’ attitudes toward the brand was manipulated by a brief description of the brand of razors. Participants were then asked how they would describe this experience to another consumer. To this end participants were provided with one of two sets of descriptions. In the first set of descriptions, valence and language abstraction were *positively correlated*. This means that an increase in language abstraction was paired with an increase in negativity of the statements. This corresponds to the “natural” or “common” situation, where abstract descriptions of a negative event are generally more negative than concrete descriptions of the same event. In the second set of descriptions, valence and language abstraction were *negatively correlated*, so that an increase in language abstraction was paired with a decrease in negativity. The two sets of product descriptions according to the four levels of the linguistic category model are presented below, and described in increasing order (from concrete to abstract: DAV, IAV, SV, and Adj). Both sets consist of descriptions that could be encountered in real life, and use common language.

**Set 1: Positive correlation between abstraction and negativity**

*Jack shaves with Shaft razor blades*

*Jack damages his skin with Shaft razor blades*

*Jack finds shaving with Shaft razor blades painful*

*Shaft has bad razor blades*
Set 2: Negative correlation between abstraction and negativity

Jack cuts his skin open with Shaft razor blades
Jack hurts himself with Shaft razor blades
Jack finds shaving with Shaft razor blades unpleasant
Shaft has mediocre razor blades

Note that this study provides a crucial test of the mechanism that underlies the linguistic bias that this chapter is studying. Hypothesis 1a proposes that consumers with an unfavorable brand attitude use more abstract language to describe this negative experience than consumers with a favorable brand attitude. If systematic language use in word of mouth were in part driven by a correlation between description valence and abstractness, I should find a significant interaction between product attitude and description set: the biases in language abstraction would be enhanced in the set where abstraction was paired with an increasing negativity of the descriptions (set 1), and reversed, or at least greatly attenuated, in the set where abstraction was paired with decreasing negativity (set 2). If, on the other hand, a main effect of attitude (unfavorable over favorable) and a non-significant attitude x description set interaction emerges, this would imply that participants with an unfavorable (vs. favorable) brand attitude choose more abstract descriptions, regardless of the negativity of the statements.

Pretests

Pretest 1

A first pretest examined the perceived language abstraction of the two sets of descriptions. This was done in the same manner as pretest 2 for Study 2.1. Forty-four participants were shown one of the two sets of four descriptions, and were asked to rate the language abstraction of each description in the set, using a scale from (1) concrete to (7) abstract. A repeated measures ANOVA for the set of descriptions with a positive correlation between valence and language abstraction confirmed that the manipulated language abstraction of the description had a significant effect on the perceived abstractness ($F(3, 129) = 60.02, p < .001$). Follow-up planned comparisons showed that the DAV description (1.89) was rated as more concrete than the IAV description (2.57, $F(1, 43) = 4.85, p < .05$), which in turn was rated as more concrete than the SV description (4.73, $F(1, 43) = 51.92, p < .001$), which itself was rated as more concrete than the Adj description (6.02, $F(1, 43) = 13.50, p < .01$). For the set of
descriptions with a negative correlation between valence and language abstraction, a similar analysis also revealed an effect of manipulated language abstraction on perceived language abstraction ($F(3, 129) = 65.24, p < .001$). Planned comparisons ($F(1,43) > 10, p < .01$) showed that the four levels differed significantly in perceived abstraction, and increased from DAV (1.57) to IAV (3.39), to SV (4.70), to Adj (6.05). In conclusion, these results show that two sets of descriptions increasing in language abstraction were successful created.

Pretest 2

In a second pretest the valence of the descriptions was assessed by asking 117 participants to rate the descriptions on a scale from negative (1) to positive (5). For the analyses, these ratings were reversed so that higher scores correspond to more negative statements. An ANOVA with the language abstraction of the statement (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) and type of description (increasing vs. decreasing negativity) as between subject variables on the valence of the statements revealed an interaction effect ($F(3, 109) = 12.39, p < .001$), and no main effects ($F < 1.5$). In the set of descriptions with a positive correlation between abstraction and negativity (set 1) which was constructed to have a negativity increase with abstractness, more abstract statements were indeed rated as more negative, $F(1, 52) = 33.82, p < .001$ (the mean negativity scores from concrete to abstract were 3.21, 3.94, 4.45, and 4.29 respectively). Moreover, the set of descriptions with a negative correlation between abstraction and negativity displayed a decrease in the negativity of the statements with an increase in the level of abstraction of the descriptions, $F(1, 57) = 6.26, p < .05$ (the mean negativity scores from concrete to abstract were 4.40, 4.21, 3.76, and 3.87, respectively). Thus, my manipulation was successful: in the first set of descriptions, the negativity of the description increases with the level of abstraction as provided by the linguistic category model, whereas negativity decreases with abstraction in the second set of descriptions.

Method

Design and Procedure

One hundred and fifty-five students were randomly assigned to a 2 (product attitude: unfavorable vs. favorable) x 2 (set of descriptions: increasing vs. decreasing negativity)
between subjects design. The data of two participants was not included in the analyses as they did not follow the instructions provided by the experiment leader.

Product attitude was manipulated by means of the following short product description (manipulation for negative attitude is presented within the brackets):

‘Imagine that you are very positive [negative] about Shaft razor blade. You have used Shaft razor blades yourself and was [dis]satisfied with them. Shaft makes razor blades for both men and women.’

Product experience was presented by means of film clips of about ten seconds showing a student who cuts himself while shaving. This film clip provides a good portrayal of a consumer experience, which is more lively and realistic than the vignettes or cartoons that are used in previous research on language abstraction.

**Dependent Variables**

As in Study 2.1, the participants were shown a set of four descriptions of the product experiences. Depending on the condition they were in, they were shown either the set with the positive or the set with the negative correlation between language abstraction and negativity. This study contained two dependent variables. The first dependent variable is identical to the one used in the first study: participants were asked to choose the description that they would use if they were to communicate the product experience to someone else (‘Use of Language Abstraction’). The four levels were coded using a scale from 1 to 4. For the second dependent variable, labeled ‘Abstraction Index’, participants were asked to rate the extent to which each of the four descriptions was appropriate for sharing the product experience with someone else. This variable provides a more fine-grained indicator of participants’ preference for more concrete or more abstract descriptions. For the second dependent variable, each description was rated on a seven-point scale, ranging from not at all (1) to very appropriate (7). An abstraction index was calculated based on the descriptor level coding (as applied in the first dependent variable) and participants’ appropriateness ratings \( r_{DAV} ; r_{IAV} ; r_{SV} ; r_{Adj} \) respectively, yielding a normalized score between 1 and 4 (Wigboldus, Spears, & Semin, 2005):

\[
\text{Abstraction Index} = \frac{1 \times r_{DAV} + 2 \times r_{IAV} + 3 \times r_{SV} + 4 \times r_{Adj}}{r_{DAV} + r_{IAV} + r_{SV} + r_{Adj}}
\]  \((1)\)
At the end of the study the participants also rated to valence of the descriptions on a five point scale from negative (1) to positive (5). In this section of the study, the descriptions were presented separate to the participants, and intermixed with filler statements. After an open-ended suspicion probe, participants were debriefed and thanked.

### Results

**Use of Language Abstraction**

An ANOVA with product attitude (unfavorable vs. favorable) and set of descriptions (increasing vs. decreasing negativity) produced a main effect of attitude ($F(1,148) = 9.03, p < .01$), that is in line with Hypothesis 1a: participants with a unfavorable product attitude (2.21) described the negative experience more abstractly than participants with a favorable attitude (1.77), see Figure 1 for the means and standard errors. The analyses also showed a main effect of set of descriptions, which suggests that participants chose more abstract descriptions in the set of descriptions in which there was a positive (vs. negative) correlation between abstraction and negativity (2.35 vs. 1.65, $F(1,148) = 24.17, p < .001$). Note that this result is not germane to the hypothesis, as it has no bearing on the relationship between language abstraction and the fact that experiences are congruent or incongruent to a priori brand attitudes. More important is the fact that there was no significant attitude x set of descriptions interaction effect ($F < 1$). Furthermore, when the valence ratings of the descriptions was entered as a covariate, its effect on language abstraction was not significant ($F < 1$), and the previously mentioned effects remained unaltered. In other words, the valence ratings did not mediate the effect of attitudes on language abstraction.
Similar findings were obtained with the abstraction index, which was the second dependent variable in this study. In line with the predictions, the ANOVA revealed a main effect of attitude ($F(1,148) = 15.70$, $p < .001$). An unfavorable product attitude (2.37) made participants rate more abstract descriptions as more appropriate compared to a favorable attitude (2.04), see Figure 2. There was also a main effect of set of descriptions ($F(1,148) = 47.00$, $p < .001$), but the attitude x set of descriptions interaction was not significant ($F < 1$). As with the first DV, including the valence ratings for the descriptions ($F < 1$) as a covariate did not affect the results.
Figure 2.
Study 2.2. Effect of product attitude and set of descriptions (positively and negatively correlated descriptions between abstraction and negativity) on the Abstraction Index: Mean (SE)

Discussion
The results of this study converge with those of Study 2.1, and confirm Hypothesis 1a. Consumers described negative product experiences in a more abstract manner when they have an unfavorable rather than a favorable a priori brand attitude. Importantly, this study also shows that this systematic variation in language use is not driven by differences in the valence of abstract and concrete descriptions. Note that I do not argue that there is no positive association between language abstraction and valence. As explained in the theoretical framework, this correlation is inherent to the model. The present study, however, shows that this correlation is not responsible for the observed variation in language abstraction in descriptions of product experiences. Although some previous studies (Douglas & Sutton, 2003, Study 5; Maass, et al., 1989, Study 1) have suggested that valence does not mediate the effects of language abstraction, the present study is the first to confirm this by experimentally manipulating the relationship between the valence and abstraction level of descriptions.

Studies 2.1 and 2.2 examined the use of language abstraction in negative word of mouth, which is seen as having a larger impact on consumers than positive information (Mittal, et al., 1998). The following four studies will look at negative as well as positive word of mouth. The next study will examine the effects of positive and
negative product experiences on the language abstraction of descriptions for experiences with a variety of products, ranging from a fast moving consumer good to a technological device. In line with Hypothesis 1, negative product experiences are expected to be communicated more abstractly by a consumer with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude (H1a), while the positive product experiences are expected to be communicated more concretely by a consumer with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude (H1b). This should produce a significant interaction between product attitude and product experience.

Study 2.3: Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

Method

Design
One hundred forty-four students were randomly assigned to a counterbalanced design with 2 (product attitude: unfavorable vs. favorable) x 2 (product experience: negative vs. positive) x 4 (product category: communication network, yogurt, T-shirt, and MP3 player). All factors were within subject variables. For each product the participants were exposed to a different combination between product attitude and product experience. Thus, the participants were exposed to all four combinations between the variables product attitude and experience, and to all four products. The factor product category was a repeated variable for replication purposes; there were eight different combinations between the four products and the product attitudes and experiences interactions. The products were shown in random order and were intermixed with two filler products.

Procedure
Product attitude was manipulated by means of a short product description as in Study 2.2. For Fresco yogurt (a fictitious brand), the manipulation of product attitude was for instance (manipulation for negative attitude is presented within the brackets):

‘Imagine that you are very positive [negative] about Fresco yogurt. You tried Fresco yogurt and you really liked [disliked] it.’
Product experiences were presented by means of film clips of about ten seconds showing a student who has a favorable or unfavorable product experience, as in Study 2.2. For instance, the Fresco yogurt clips showed a student who tastes Fresco yogurt. Then, she either smiles, approvingly nods and eats another spoonful (positive experience) or frowns, shows disgust, and pushes the bowl of Fresco yogurt away (negative experience)(see Figure 3 screenshots of experiences). The participants were shown a positive or a negative experience film clip per product.

![Screenshot positive experience](image1)

![Screenshot negative experience](image2)

**Figure 3.**
Study 2.3. Screenshots of film clips of positive and negative experiences with product yoghurt.

**Dependent Variables**

After the product film clip, the participants were exposed to four descriptions of the positive [negative] product experience according to the four levels of the linguistic category model (Maass et al. 1989, 1995). The descriptions of the experiences are presented in the Appendix A. As in Study 2.2, the participants were asked to choose the description that they would use if they were to communicate the product experience to someone else (‘Use of Language Abstraction’), and they rated all four descriptions on the extent to which they were an appropriate description of the product experience (‘Abstraction Index’). After an open-ended suspicion probe, participants were debriefed and thanked.
Results

Use of Language Abstraction

The data on the ‘use of language abstraction’ was analyzed with a repeated measures ANOVA with product attitude (unfavorable vs. favorable), and product experience (negative vs. positive) as within subjects variables, and product as covariate. The repeated measures analyses yielded solely a significant experience x attitude interaction-effect \( (F(1, 142) = 15.80, p < .001) \) (main effects and interaction effects with product were not significant). Product experiences that were congruent with the product attitude were communicated more abstractly than incongruent experiences (3.11 vs. 1.91). Planned contrasts showed that, in line with Hypothesis 1a, negative experiences were described more concretely by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) attitude towards the brand \( (F(1, 142) = 80.10, p < .001) \). In line with Hypothesis 1b, positive product experiences were described more abstractly by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) attitude towards the brand \( (F(1, 142) = 113.80, p < .001) \). Means and standard errors are presented in Figure 4.

![Figure 4](image-url)

Study 2.3. Effect of product attitude and product experience on the Use of Language Abstraction: Mean (SE).
Abstraction Index

Similar results were obtained with the abstraction index as the dependent variable in a repeated measures ANOVA with product experience and product attitude as between subject variables and product as covariate: a main effect of attitude ($F(1, 142) = 10.50, p < .01$), an attitude x product interaction effect ($F(1, 142) = 8.81, p < .01$), and an attitude x experience effect ($F(1, 142) = 28.78, p < .001$)(no other effects were significant). As expected, the abstraction index was higher for experiences that were congruent with one’s attitude than for experiences incongruent with one’s attitude (2.63 vs. 2.20). In line with Hypothesis 1a, the abstraction index for negative experiences was lower for participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) product attitude ($F(1, 142) = 102.64, p < .001$). In line with Hypothesis 1b, the abstraction index for positive experiences was higher for participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) product attitude ($F(1, 142) = 105.83, p < .001$), see Figure 5. These results replicate the data pattern of the first dependent variable (Use of Language Abstraction).

Discussion

This study provided support for both Hypotheses 1a and 1b. The results indicate that people use more abstract language when they engage in word of mouth about product experiences that are congruent to their \emph{a priori} attitudes. This extends the first two studies by showing that this finding also pertains to positive product experiences. More specifically, negative product referrals were communicated more concretely by...
participants with a favorable compared to an unfavorable product attitude, and positive word of mouth was communicated more abstractly by participants with a favorable product attitude compared to an unfavorable attitude. Note that this finding of a cross-over interaction rules out that participants always choose to describe experiences with unfavorable brands in a more abstract manner.

In Study 2.3, product attitude was manipulated as part of the experimental procedures. Study 2.4 will enhance the realism of the research by using existing brands that were pre-selected to represent brands towards which participants had an unfavorable or favorable attitude.

Study 2.4: Language Abstraction and Existing Brand Attitudes

In this study participants were asked to imagine that the film clip they were going to see depicted a product experience that happened with a product of the assigned brand attitude. For favorable product attitude, the brands Apple iPod (MP3 player) and Nike (clothing) were used. For unfavorable attitudes, the brands Funstick (MP3 player) and Wibra (clothing) were used.

Pretest

In a pretest (N=17), the brands Apple, Nike, Funstick and Wibra (intermixed with several filler products) were rated on a semantic differential scale from (1) negative to (9) positive. As anticipated, Apple iPod was rated more positively than Funstick (7.06 vs. 3.56), \( t(16) = 27.00, p < .001 \), and Nike was rated more positively than Wibra (6.63 vs. 3.31), \( t(16) = 28.26, p < .001 \).

Method

One hundred fifty-three students were randomly assigned to a 2 (brand attitude: unfavorable vs. favorable) x 2 (product experience: positive vs. negative) x 2 (product category: MP3 player vs. T-shirt) within subjects design. In this study, a counterbalanced design was used for attitude and experience, where each participant experienced two of the four combinations between attitude and experience, one combination for each product. Products were presented at random order. The data for each product were analyzed in separate ANOVAs. The experimental procedures and major dependent measures were identical to those in Study 2.3. As in Study 2.3,
participants then chose one of the four descriptions of the product experience (‘Use of Language Abstraction’) and rated all four descriptions on appropriateness (‘Abstraction Index’).

Results

Use of Language Abstraction

Two ANOVAs with product attitude (unfavorable vs. favorable) and product experience (negative vs. positive) regarding the use of language abstraction yielded a main effect of product experience for the T-shirt data ($M_{\text{positive}} = 2.42$ vs. $M_{\text{negative}} = 2.03$), ($F(1, 149) = 8.37, p < .01$). No other main effects were found. More importantly, the analyses showed attitude x experience interaction effects for both products: MP3 player ($F(1, 149) = 7.77, p < .01$) and T-shirt ($F(1, 149) = 9.79, p < .01$). As expected, the product experiences were communicated more abstractly if they were congruent with a priori brand attitudes - for MP3 player (3.01 vs. 2.75), ($t(151) = 7.69, p < .01$), and for T-shirt (2.44 vs. 2.01), ($t(151) = 9.29, p < .001$).
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Study 2.4. Effect of existing attitude and experience with MP3 player on the Use of Language Abstraction: Mean (SE).

Hypothesis 1a was confirmed for both products: negative product experiences were communicated more concretely by participants with a favorable brand attitude than by participants with an unfavorable attitude - for MP3 player ($F(1, 149) = 7.66, p < .01$),
and for T-shirt ($F(1, 149) = 5.86, p < .05$); see Figure 6a and 6b for means and standard errors. In line with Hypothesis 1b, planned contrasts showed that the positive experience with the T-shirt was described more abstractly for a favorable rated brand than for an unfavorable rated brand ($F(1, 149) = 4.03, p < .05$). For the positive experience with the MP3 player, brand attitude did not significantly influence use of language abstraction ($F(1, 149) = 1.36, p = .245$).
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**Figure 6b.**
Study 2.4. Effect of existing attitude and experience with T-shirt on the Use of Language Abstraction: Mean (SE).

### Abstraction Index

For the abstraction index, similar ANOVAs were conducted with product experience and product attitude as between-subjects factors. The expected attitude x experience effects emerged for both products: MP3 player ($F(1, 149) = 6.47, p < .05$) and T-shirt ($F(1, 149) = 5.71, p < .05$). The analyses also revealed a main effect of attitude for MP3 player ($M_{favorable} = 2.48$ vs. $M_{unfavorable} = 2.62$), ($F(1,149) = 5.17, p < .05$) and a main effect of experience for T-shirt ($M_{positive} = 2.50$ vs. $M_{negative} = 2.23$), ($F(1,149) = 27.98, p < .001$); no other main effects were significant. As anticipated, the abstraction index was higher for product experiences that were consistent (vs. inconsistent) with brand attitude: MP3 player (2.62 vs. 2.47), ($t(151) = 6.24, p < .05$), and T-shirt (2.42 vs. 2.30), ($t(151) = 4.72, p < .05$). Planned contrasts indicated that in line with Hypothesis 1a, negative product experiences for both products received higher abstraction indices for unfavorably rated brands than for favorably rated brands: MP3 player ($F(1, 149) = 5.76$, 


Effect of Sender’s Product Attitudes on Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

$p < .05$), and T-shirt ($F(1, 149) = 12.09, p = .001$); see Figure 7a and 7b for means and standard errors. Unfortunately, the positive product experiences did not significantly differ on the abstraction index.
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**Figure 7a.** Study 2.4. Effect of existing attitude and experience with MP3 player on the Abstraction Index: Mean (SE).

![Figure 7b](image)

**Figure 7b.** Study 2.4. Effect of existing attitude and experience with T-shirt on the Abstraction Index: Mean (SE).
Discussion

Study 2.4 replicated the findings of Study 2.3 and demonstrated the systematic use of language abstraction in word of mouth about existing brands. Product experiences are communicated more abstractly when they are consistent with the brand attitude. This increases the realism of the studies of this dissertation and the practical relevance of the findings.

In the Studies 2.1 through 2.4 participants rated and selected predetermined descriptions as a response mode, a method that is commonly applied in research on language abstraction (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Maass, et al., 1989). Because this method restricts the language consumers can use to describe their experiences, Study 2.5 uses a different format, and asks participants to describe a product experience in their own words. Moreover, this study uses mediation analyses to test whether the interaction effect of product attitudes and experiences on the language abstraction of participants’ product descriptions is mediated by the valence of participants’ product descriptions.

Study 2.5: Language Abstraction in Open Product Descriptions

This study aimed to extend the applicability of this chapter’s findings by examining language abstraction in a setting where participants described a product experience in their own words. To assess the abstraction level of the language that is used by participants, a coding scheme developed by Semin and Fiedler (1988) is used, which was successfully applied in prior studies on linguistic abstraction (Webster, et al., 1997; Wenneker, et al., 2005; Wigboldus, et al., 2000). As in Study 2.1 and 2.4, familiar existing brands were used to manipulate product attitudes. More specifically, product attitudes were manipulated by asking participants to imagine that a portrayed (negative or positive) experience involved one of their most (or least) favorite brands in the category.

Method

Design

Sixty-seven students were randomly assigned to a 2 (brand: unfavorable vs. favorable) x 2 (product experience: negative vs. positive) between-subjects design. The data of 12 participants was excluded from the analyses, because they did not provide adequate
descriptions, and provided comments at a meta-level rather than describing the experience itself (e.g., when asked to write down how they would describe the experience, they said things like ‘I would tell the truth’ or ‘I would not say anything about it’).

Procedure

Depending on condition, participants were instructed to choose a clothing brand that they either did or did not like, and write this brand name on the questionnaire. Next, they were shown a “before-after” drawing (made by a professional artist), which showed a black T-shirt that either had remained perfectly black after washing it 40 times (positive experience) or had faded after five washes (negative experience), see Figure 8. Participants were asked to imagine having this experience with a shirt of their chosen brand, and to describe how they would communicate this product experience to another person. Finally, participants were probed for suspicion, debriefed, and thanked.

![Positive experience](image1)
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**Figure 8.**
Study 2.5 Positive and negative experience with a T-shirt.

**Dependent Variables**

Verbs and predicates in the open-ended descriptions were coded according to the linguistic category model (Semin and Fiedler 1988) by two independent judges who were blind to the experimental conditions. Inter-judge reliability was high ($r = .92$). A linguistic abstraction index was computed for each participant by summing the number of occurrences of DAV’s (coded as 1 as in Study 1), IAV’s (multiplied by the
IAV code of 2), SV’s (multiplied by the SV code of 3), and Adj’s (multiplied by the Adj code of 4) and dividing this sum by the total number of verbs and adjectives used by the participant (Semin & Fiedler, 1989; Semin, et al., 2005):

\[
\text{Open Response Abstraction Index} = \frac{1 \times f_{DAV} + 2 \times f_{IAV} + 3 \times f_{SV} + 4 \times f_{Adj}}{f_{DAV} + f_{IAV} + f_{SV} + f_{Adj}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( f_{DAV}, f_{IAV}, f_{SV}, \) and \( f_{Adj} \) represent the frequency of occurrences of each category. This normalized index ranges from 1 to 4.

Afterwards, two other independent judges who were blind to the condition and hypotheses of the study rated the valence of the open-ended descriptions on a five point scale from negative (1) to positive (5). The inter-judge reliability was high (\( r = .91 \)).

**Results**

An ANOVA on the open response abstraction index with brand attitude (favorable vs. unfavorable) and product experience (positive vs. negative) as between subject factors revealed a main effect of experience in that positive experiences were described more abstractly than negative ones (2.58 vs. 2.16, \( F(1, 51) = 4.24, p < .05 \)), and the expected interaction effect (\( F(1, 51) = 6.95, p < .05 \)), see Figure 9. Confirming Hypothesis 1, experiences that were congruent with brand attitude were communicated more abstractly than incongruent experiences (2.69 vs. 2.15, \( t(51) = 2.46, p < .05 \)). In line with H1a, the negative experience was described more concretely by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) brand attitude (1.89 vs. 2.51, \( F(1, 51) = 2.77, p = .10 \)). In line with Hypothesis 1b, planned contrasts revealed that the positive experience was described more abstractly by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) brand attitude (2.91 vs. 2.39, \( F(1, 51) = 4.30, p < .05 \)).

An ANOVA with product experience (positive vs. negative) and brand attitude (favorable vs. unfavorable) on the rated valence of the open-ended descriptions revealed main effects of product attitude (3.06 vs. 2.30, \( F(1,51) = 6.16, p < .05 \)) and product experience (4.06 vs. 1.93, \( F(1,51) = 6.16, p < .001 \)), but no attitude x experience effect (\( F < 1 \)). In itself, this insignificant interaction effect suggests that valence does not mediate the interaction of attitude and experience on language abstraction. The correlation between language abstraction and valence was also non-
significant (Pearson correlation .142). Indeed, a subsequent ANCOVA with product attitude and experience as factors, and language valence as a covariate revealed the expected attitude x experience interaction effect on language abstraction \((F(1, 50) = 6.66, p < .05)\). The absence of mediation was corroborated by an insignificant outcome of a Sobel test \((z = .27, p = .784)\).
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Study 2.5. Effect of product attitude and product experience on the Use of Language Abstraction of open response word of mouth: Mean (SE).

**Discussion**

In this study, participants described product experiences in their own words, rather than picking a description from a set of alternatives. The fact that this study replicates previous results increases the practical relevance of the findings. For an example of language abstraction bias in this setting, one may compare descriptions of the positive experience between participants in the favorable and unfavorable brand conditions. A typical example of a description in the favorable T-shirt brand condition was: “the [brand] T-shirt is of top quality.” In contrast, a typical example from the unfavorable brand condition was: “after 40 times washing, the [brand] T-shirt did not change”.

Study 2.5 again tested for the possibility that the language used by the participants is caused by a tendency to use stronger valenced descriptions for experiences that are in line with their attitudes. As in Study 2, there was no evidence for the notion that language valence mediated the effect of product attitude on
language abstraction. Using different methodologies, different products, and different dependent variables, Study 2.1, 2.2 and 2.5 provide strong evidence for the notion that consumers systematically vary language abstraction based on the extent to which product experiences are consistent with their a priori product attitudes, and show that this effect cannot be explained by differences in valence that may exist between concrete and abstract descriptions of an experience.

Up till now, consumers have been shown to systematically use more concrete or abstract product messages to communicate product experiences depending on if this experience was confirming or countering their product attitude. Moreover, this systematic use of language abstraction is found not to be solely driven by valence. What then does trigger consumers to be more concrete or abstract? The next study examines this underlying process and tests Hypothesis 2.

The goal of Study 2.6 is to reveal an important mediator in the effect of the (in)congruency between product attitudes and experiences on systematic variations in the use of language abstraction. As outlined before, I propose that these variations in language abstraction are caused by the fact that consumer’s inferences about the cause of an experience are determined by their a priori expectations. If a product experiences is congruent with a consumers’ a priori product attitude, then the consumer will more likely infer that the experience can be attributed to the product itself, and not to the user or the usage situation. This inference translates into the use of more abstract language to describe the experience, which communicates that an experience is more typical for a product or brand, and therefore is seen as more stable and enduring, and more likely to be repeated. In contrast, incongruent experiences are more likely to be attributed to the user or the usage situation, which favors the use of concrete language to describe the experience. Thus, it is hypothesized that the inferred cause of the experience mediates the effect of product attitude and experience on the systematic variations in language use.

**Study 2.6: Attribution Underlying the Systematic Use of Language Abstraction**

This study was designed to reveal an underlying process of systematic language use. In this study, product attitude and experience were manipulated and the use of language abstraction was measured as in previous studies. Additionally, the inferred
cause of the product experience was measured. If this inferred cause of the product experience mediates the effect of product attitudes on language use, then by controlling for this inferred cause in the analyses the interaction effect of attitude and experience on the systematic variations in language abstraction should disappear.

Method
One hundred forty-four students were randomly assigned to a 2 (product attitude: favorable vs. unfavorable) x 2 (product experience: positive vs. negative) between subjects design. Product attitude and experiences were manipulated as in studies 2.3 and 2.4. To manipulate product experience, participants were shown a film clip in which a consumer had a positive or negative experience with a dishwasher. The descriptions of the positive and negative experiences according to the four levels of the linguistic model are presented in Appendix A. Participants were asked to choose the description that they would use if they were to communicate the product experience to someone else (‘Use of Language Abstraction’). The inferred cause of the experience is measured by asking the participants to indicate whether they considered the product user or the brand to be the cause of the product experience from (1) the person caused the experience to (9) the brand caused the experience.

Results

Use of Language Abstraction
An ANOVA with 2 (product attitude: favorable vs. unfavorable) x 2 (product experience: positive vs. negative) on the choice of description revealed main effects for experience ($M_{positive} = 2.52$ vs. $M_{negative} = 2.94$, $F(1,140) = 8.21$, $p < .01$), and an interaction effect ($F(1,140) = 32.07$, $p < .001$). Confirming Hypothesis 1a, negative experiences were communicated more concretely by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) attitude towards the brand (2.51 vs. 3.36, $F(1,140) = 17.11$, $p < .001$). As expected, the analyses revealed the opposite effects for the positive experience. In line with Hypothesis 1b, planned contrasts showed that positive experiences were communicated more abstractly by participants with a favorable (vs. unfavorable) attitude towards the brand (2.92 vs. 2.14, $F(1,140) = 14.99$, $p < .001$).
Chapter 2

Attribution Underlying Language Abstraction

Following the procedure of Baron and Kenny (1968), the regression analyses with product experience and attitude and the interaction between experience and attitude on the ‘use of language abstraction’ revealed a main effect of experience ($b = -0.206$, $t(140) = -2.86$, $p < .01$), and an experience x attitude interaction effect ($b = 0.407$, $t(140) = 5.66$, $p < .001$). The same regression on the ‘inferred cause of the experience’ demonstrated an experience x attitude effect ($b = 1.42$, $t(140) = 8.22$, $p < .001$), and no main effects. When controlling for the effect of ‘inferred cause of the experience’ on the use of language abstraction, the regression analyses with product attitude, experience, inferred cause of the experience, and the experience-attitude interaction showed an effect of experience ($b = -0.189$, $t(139) = -2.84$, $p < .01$), an effect of inferred cause of the experience ($b = 0.164$, $t(139) = 5.03$, $p < .001$) and an experience x attitude effect ($b = 0.175$, $t(139) = 2.17$, $p < .05$). However, it is clear that this interaction effect after correction for the cause of the experience ($t = 2.17$) was much less strong than the interaction effect without correction ($t = 8.22$) (eta² of the interaction effect went down from .186 to .033 – a reduction of 82 %). A Sobel test indicated that the reduction in effect size attributable to the systematic variations in linguistic abstraction was statistically significant, $Z = 4.26$, $p < .001$. These results provide support for Hypothesis 2.

Discussion

This study gained insight into the ‘Why?’ of systematic variations in linguistic behavior during word of mouth. If a product experience is congruent with a consumer’s a priori product attitude, then the cause of the experience is attributed to the brand, and consumers use more abstract product descriptions. When the experience is incongruent with a consumer’s a priori product attitude, then it is attributed to the usage situation, resulting in the use of more concrete language. The effect of the interaction between experience and attitude on variations in language abstraction is mediated by the attributed cause of the experience. More explicitly, up to 82% of the effect of product attitude on language use was explained by changes in the inferred cause of the event.

2.5 General Discussion

In spite of a large amount of research on word of mouth, there has been little attention on the language that consumers use to describe their product experiences to others.
The first empirical chapter of this dissertation addressed this gap, and showed how the congruency or incongruency between product attitudes and experiences leads consumers to use more abstract or more concrete language when they describe their product experiences. To demonstrate the robustness of these findings a variety of manipulations for the independent variables were used, and a wide range of product categories were examined in the studies. I decided to focus on written word of mouth, since more and more experiences are shared via written messages, such as in text messaging, email, and blogs (Dellarocas, 2003; Hennig-Thurau, et al., 2004; Schau & Gilly, 2003). This chapter provides three main findings that contribute not only to the extensive research on word of mouth but also to the literature on language abstraction.

First of all, this research reveals that language abstraction in word of mouth is systematically influenced by consumers’ brand attitudes. Product experiences that are congruent with consumers’ brand attitudes are communicated in more abstract terms than experiences that are incongruent with their brand attitude. While negative product experiences are communicated more abstractly by consumers with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude, positive product experiences are communicated more concretely by consumers with an unfavorable (vs. a favorable) product attitude. This effect was generalized across a wide range of contexts. For example, in Study 2.1, participants described an actual experience with a product of a real brand, while in Studies 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 they saw film clips showing another person having an experience with a product of a fictitious brand. Study 2.5 used a cartoon to help participants imagine a positive or negative experience with a familiar brand. Furthermore, this systematic language use operates not only when consumers rated or chose from pre-defined statements (Studies 2.1-2.4), but also when they described product experiences in their own words (Study 2.5).

Research on linguistic biases has so far described how language abstraction is influenced by social categories and stereotypes (e.g., gender, nationality). This dissertation is the first to apply the linguistic category model outside the context of (inter)personal behavior, and demonstrates that it affects the language that consumers use in word of mouth to describe their positive and negative product experiences. While this research focused on the congruence and incongruence between product attitudes and experiences, there may be other variables that influence the level of language abstraction in consumers’ word of mouth. Examples worthy of mentioning may be product price and the store where the product is sold. For instance, a negative experience with a cheap product or one bought at a budget store confirm one’s low
expectations of this product and is probably described abstractly. Conversely, an outstanding performance of such a cheap product may feel as a lucky shot and be described concretely. The practical implications of these findings will be discussed in paragraph 5.4.1.

A second important contribution to the language abstraction literature is the consistent demonstration that the effect of product attitudes and experiences on language abstraction is not mediated by differences in the valence of the descriptions. Although the role of valence has been addressed in some previous work on language abstraction (Douglas & Sutton, 2003, 2006), the evidence has not been conclusive. Using various approaches I control for possible effects of valence in several of the studies. Most importantly, Study 2.2 of this chapter is the first study in the literature to experimentally manipulate the correlation between the abstraction and valence of descriptions. This approach allowed me to conclusively demonstrate that the effects of brand attitudes and experiences on language abstraction are not driven by differences in valence between concrete and abstract language. This finding was confirmed by the results of the other studies of this chapter, where the valence of the descriptions was carefully held constant (Study 2.1), or was statistically controlled for (Study 2.5).

The third contribution is that the effect of product attitudes on the systematic use of language abstraction is mediated by the inferred cause of the experience. In previous research, there has been limited attention to the question of whether linguistic biases are indeed related to the extent to which descriptions focus on the actor (or in this case: the product), or on other, more situational facets of the event. Study 2.6 showed how the systematic variation of language abstractness in word of mouth is driven by the fact that experiences which are in line with one’s product attitude are more likely to be attributed to the product than to the specific user or usage situation. Although this mediation is in line with Semin and Fiedlers (1988) theorizing, it had not been tested empirically before. This inference process mediates the interaction effect of product attitudes and experiences on language abstraction, and I argue that this mechanism is the main driver of the systematic use of language abstraction.
Chapter 3. Language Variation in Sender-Receiver Dyad

3.1 Strategic Use of Language Abstraction

In word of mouth, consumers communicate brand, service, company and product related messages to other consumers. A variety of motivations may influence what consumers say to one another (Dichter, 1966; Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster, 1998; Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004). Main elements are the receiver to whom one communicates and the goal with which one communicates (Grice, 1975; Higgins, 1981; Schwarz, 1994). A common communication goal in word of mouth is to persuade other consumers of the superiority or inferiority of a product on one or more dimensions. For instance, consumers may try to improve their status by bragging about the performance of their newly-bought car (Feick & Price, 1987). But also the goals to create a positive atmosphere, or help a neighbor by warning them about a disappointing movie are common. Related to the characteristics of the receiver of word of mouth, part of the strength of word of mouth lies in the possibility to adjust each and every product message to the needs of a unique receiver (Herr, Kardes, & Kim, 1991). Next to general information such as age, gender and social-economical background, the opinion of a receiver about the product in question is of main importance. In this dissertation it is argued that a receiver’s product attitude and the communication goal of the sender will influence the language of word-of-mouth messages.

Research in social psychology suggests that communication goals can affect the use of language abstraction. Several studies have shown that people are not aware of the abstraction level at which they describe an event, and their motivations for choosing a certain level do not seem to be cognitively accessible (Franco & Maass, 1996, 1999; Maass et al., 1995; Von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997; Webster, Kruglanski, & Pattison, 1997). The systematic variations in language abstraction escape conscious access and are difficult to control. Notwithstanding that people have been shown to adapt the abstractness of their language in response to specific task instructions (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Wenneker, et al., 2005). For instance, Wenneker
and colleagues (2005) instructed participants to describe an actor’s behavior in a positive or negative way, and people respond to this instruction by providing more abstract descriptions of positive events, and more concrete descriptions of negative events. Although these findings may seem to contradict the notion that language abstraction occurs outside of the awareness of speakers, Wenneker pointed out that their findings do not necessarily imply that people are aware of the fact that they were adjusting the level of linguistic abstraction of their language in order to create a positive or negative impression. As such, their “…effects can be seen as intentional in the sense that they are strategic but as unintentional in the sense that people are (mostly) unaware of the tool they use…” (Wenneker, et al., 2005, p. 514).

These findings suggest that the language that consumers use to communicate positive and negative product experiences may not only be driven by their a priori expectations about these experiences, but also by essential elements in a sender-receiver dyad. This chapter examines the adaptive use of language abstraction in word of mouth to the two most central elements in word-of-mouth communication: the goal and target of the communication. More specifically, I focus on the adaption of language abstraction to the product attitude of a receiver, but also on the use of language abstraction to achieve a desired product attitude in the receiver through persuasive communication.

### 3.2 Effect of Product Attitude of Receiver on Language Abstraction

In the real world, people often are more or less aware of the attitudes and opinions of the ones they talk to, and (spontaneously) adapt their messages to the beliefs and opinions of the receiver (e.g., Fussell & Krauss, 1989). In fact, successful communication even requires that communicators tailor their speech to the recipient's characteristics and knowledge (Grice, 1975; Higgins, 1981; Schwarz, 1994). Higgins and Rholes (1978), for example, found that people adapt the evaluative tone of their descriptions to the recipient’s attitude towards the described person or object. In parallel, Higgins (1981) suggested that information that is incongruent with a receiver’s viewpoints on an issue is generally presented in a manner that reduces the possibility of dispute and avoids the use of subjective or interpretative phrasings. Concrete descriptions have been shown to be low on disputability and high on verifiability (Semin & Fiedler, 1988). This suggests that language abstraction may be
used as an instrument that allows communicators to design their messages with their audience in mind.

Several studies on the role of the receiver in the sender’s use of language abstraction examined the effects driven by presence of a receiver (Semin, De Montes, & Valencia, 2003), the identifiability of sender (Douglas & McGarty, 2001; 2002), and the tie between sender and receiver, such as interdependence (Montes, Semin & Valencia, 2003), group membership (Wigboldus, Semin, & Spears, 2005), and shared political views (Rubuni & Sigall, 2002). Consider for instance the study of Semin et al. (2003), who showed that people do not adapt the linguistic abstraction of their messages when they were led to believe that no one would read their description (i.e., that they could keep their description private). Only when they thought that someone would read their description, they systematically used more abstract and concrete language. This following study will examine if consumers adapt their use of language abstraction language to the product attitude of their audience. As a result, an identical product experience may be communicated differently toward different receivers. In fact, it has been argued that this fitting ones product referral to a unique audience is one of the reasons why word of mouth is such a powerful medium (Herr, Kardes, & Kim, 1991). In parallel with the systematic variations in language abstraction in word of mouth of Chapter 2, I suggest that consumers use more abstract language to describe experiences that are in line with the product attitude of a conversation partner. Thus, communicators will use more abstract language when they describe an experience that is congruent (rather than incongruent) with the receiver’s product attitude. I propose to refer to this phenomenon the Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction. Accordingly, it is hypothesized:

**H3a** Negative product experiences will be communicated more *abstractly* to receivers with an unfavorable (vs. favorable) product attitude.

**H3b** Positive product experiences will be communicated more *concretely* to receivers with an unfavorable (vs. favorable) product attitude.
Chapter 3

Study 3.1: Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction

This study examined the effect of the product attitude of the receiver on the language use of the sender. The participants were informed about a receiver’s attitude toward the product under consideration, and were asked to communicate a product experience to this receiver.

Method

Design

One hundred and fifty-four students were randomly assigned to a 2 (product experience: negative vs. positive) x 2 (product attitude of the receiver: favorable vs. unfavorable) between subjects design, with product category (razor blades and yogurt) as within subjects factor. Participants experienced two of the four conditions of the 2x2 between subjects design, which means one condition for each product. Conditions were counterbalanced, and the two products were shown in random order.

Procedure

Product experiences were presented by means of film clips of about ten seconds showing either a student shaving (razor blade) or a student tasting yoghurt (yoghurt)(as in Studies 2.2, and 2.3). The clip showed either a positive or negative product experience, depending on the condition. For instance, the yogurt clips showed a student who tastes Fresco yogurt (a fictitious brand). Then, she either smiles, approvingly nods and eats another spoonful (positive experience) or frowns, shows disgust, and pushes the bowl of Fresco yogurt away from her (negative experience).

The product attitude of the receiver was presented in the form of an audio recording in which the receiver expressed his/her product opinion. For instance, for the product Fresco yogurt, the participants would hear a recording in which the receiver said (negative description in between brackets):

“Fresco yogurt? I know that yogurt. I tried it once and I really liked [did not like] it”
**Dependent Variables**

The participants were exposed to four descriptions of the positive [negative] product experience according to the four levels of the linguistic category model, see Appendix B. As in Chapter 2 Study 2.2, the participants were asked to choose the description that they would use if they were to communicate the product experience to someone else (‘Use of Language Abstraction’), and they rated all four descriptions on the extent to which they were an appropriate description of the product experience (‘Abstraction Index’).

**Results**

**Use of Language Abstraction**

Data for each product were analyzed in separate ANOVAs, with product experience (negative vs. positive) and receiver’s product attitude (favorable vs. unfavorable) as between subject factors and the use of language abstraction as dependent variable. The analyses revealed product experience x receiver attitude interactions for both products: razor blades \( (F(1, 151) = 47.81, p < .001) \) and yogurt \( (F(1, 151) = 9.66, p < .01) \).

All main effects were non-significant, except for the experience effect for razor blades \( (M_{positive} = 2.88 \, \text{vs.} \, M_{negative} = 2.33, \, F(1,151) = 13.89, \, p < .001) \). Product experiences that correspond to the product attitude of the receiver were communicated more abstractly than experiences that contradict the attitude of the receiver.

In line with Hypothesis 3a, planned contrasts showed that negative experiences were described more concretely to receivers with favorable brand attitudes than to receivers with unfavorable brand attitudes: razor blade \( (F(1, 151) = 28.88, \, p < .001) \), and yogurt \( (F(1, 151) = 9.12, \, p < .01) \), see Figure 10a and 10b.

Confirming Hypothesis 3b, the positive experience with the razor blade was described more abstractly to receivers with a favorable brand attitude than to receivers with an unfavorable brand attitude \( (F(1, 151) = 19.27, \, p < .001) \). For yogurt, a tendency in the correct direction was found, however there was no significant difference \( (F(1, 151) = 1.97, \, p = .16) \).
Figure 10a.
Study 3.1. Effect of product experience and receiver product attitude on the Use of Language Abstraction for razor blade: Mean (SE)

Abstraction Index

For the abstraction index, similar ANOVAs with product experience and receiver’s product attitude revealed the expected interaction effect for both razor blades ($F(1, 151) = 38.50, p < .001$) and yogurt ($F(1, 151) = 14.34, p < .001$), as well as a main effect of
experience for razor blades ($M_{\text{positive}} = 2.48$ vs. $M_{\text{negative}} = 2.32$, $F(1, 151) = 10.61, p < .01$). Product experiences consistent with the product attitude of the receiver were communicated more abstractly than inconsistent experiences. In line with H3a, planned contrasts showed a higher level of language abstraction when negative experiences were communicated to a receiver with a unfavorable (rather than favorable) toward the brand: razor blades ($F(1, 151) = 14.28, p < .001$), yogurt ($F(1, 151) = 3.85, p = .05$). In line with H3b, language abstraction was lower when positive experiences were communicated to a receiver with a unfavorable (vs. favorable) attitude brand attitude: razor blades ($F(1, 151) = 25.17, p < .001$), and yogurt ($F(1, 151) = 11.36, p < .01$), see Figure 11a and 11b.

Figure 11a.
Study 3.1. Effect of product experience and receiver product attitude on the Abstraction Index for razor blade: Mean (SE).
Study 3.1 provides evidence for systematic variations in language abstraction based on the product attitude of the receiver, a phenomenon which was labeled the Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction. Consistent with the hypotheses, consumers who talk about product experiences have been shown to match the level of abstractness of the language they use to the product attitude of the receiver. More specifically, the same positive product experience was communicated in a more abstract manner to a receiver with a favorable brand attitude than to a receiver with an unfavorable brand attitude. Conversely, negative experiences were described in a more concrete manner if the receiver had a favorable attitude compared to an unfavorable attitude. These results support the suggestion that consumers may be implicitly aware of the effects of language abstraction on an audience. Moreover, these findings suggest that language abstraction is used in a strategic manner, in this case to adapt word-of-mouth communication to an audience.
3.3 Effect of Communication Goal on Language Abstraction

Similar to other influence tactics, such as the construction of choice sets (Hamilton, 2003), consumers may modify their use of linguistics to guide the thoughts and feelings of the receiver and create a desired reality. In such, language helps people to achieve their goals. Language can be used to direct the attention of the audience to a particular facet of reality: higher levels of abstraction emphasize the general qualities of the product. Abstractly describing a positive experience highlights the stability of the event and raises the perceived likelihood of recurrence of a positive experience. Thereby one paints a more favorable picture of the product under consideration. Such strategic use of language abstraction was demonstrated by Douglas and Sutton (2003), who asked participants to describe events in a way that would be most (or least) favorable for the actor of the behavior. In response to this instruction, their participants chose more abstract descriptions for positive behaviors and more concrete descriptions for negative behaviors. However, in previous studies the communication goal was focused at the levels of language abstraction of the descriptions (by instructions as “choose the description which frames the information most positive” – Douglas & Sutton, 2003 Study 1). Thus, the strategic language use depended on explicit instructions which focus the attention of the sender on (the differences in) the language of the four descriptions.

Extending previous research on the effect of communication goals on language abstraction (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Semin, et al., 2005; Wenneker et al., 2005), this dissertation will examine the effects of a communication goal focused at the product attitude of a receiver, more specifically a persuasion goal to reach a desired attitude of the receiver. The goal to persuade other consumers of the superiority or inferiority of a product is a frequent motive for word of mouth (Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster, 1998; Thurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004). It is argued that consumers can adapt language abstraction to communication goals (Wenneker et al., 2005), hence it could also be possible that consumers adapt linguistic abstraction to a desired attitude of the receiver. The study will examine language use in the presence or absence of such persuasion goals, to observe whether consumers can “translate” such a general communication goal into an appropriate level of language abstraction. Consumers who have the goal of persuading others of the quality of a product should aim to generalize positive product experiences and portray the favorable experience as typical and diagnostic for the brand. Thus, they should be more likely to use abstract
language to describe product experiences. In contrast, these consumers should also be inclined to portray unfavorable product experiences as exception to the rule, and avoid generalizing the information to the brand level. Accordingly, I hypothesize:

**H4a** Negative product experiences will be communicated more *concretely* if consumers have the goal of persuading a receiver of the high quality of a product.

**H4b** Positive product experiences will be communicated more *abstractly* if consumers have the goal of persuading a receiver of the high quality of a product.

**Study 3.2: Effect of Desired Product Attitude on Language Abstraction**

This study examined whether consumers employ language abstraction strategically when they communicate with or without the goal to persuade someone of the high quality of the product. Note that the participants of this study have no prior attitudes towards the brands of this study.

**Method**

*Design*

One hundred fifty-two students were assigned to a mixed design with 2 (product experience: negative vs. positive) x 2 (communication goal: persuasion goal vs. no persuasion goal) x 2 (product category: telecommunication network and dishwasher), where persuasion goal was a between subject variable and product experience and product category were within subjects factors. For both products, each participant was assigned to either a persuasion goal or no persuasion goal. There were different condition combinations between the communication goal and the product experience for the two products - either two positive product experiences for both products, two negative product experiences, or mixed experiences. The conditions were counterbalanced and the products were shown in random order. There was no effect of these combinations on the dependent variables.
**Procedure**

All participants were asked to describe a product experience to someone else. In the persuasion goal condition, participants were additionally told that they had to try to convince this person of the high quality of the product. As in Study 3.1 product experiences were presented by means of film clips. They showed either a student taking a glass from the dish washer or a student calling on a mobile phone (telecommunication network). The clip was either a positive or negative product experience, depending on the condition the participants was in. For instance, the dish washer clips showed a student who finds either a shiny clean glass in the dish washer, approvingly nods and smiles and takes the glass (positive experience) or finds a dirty glass in the dish washer, frowns, sighs, and puts the glass down (negative experience).

Similar to Study 3.1, participants were presented with four descriptions and asked to choose the most relevant description (‘Use of Language Abstraction’), and rate all four on appropriateness (‘Abstraction Index’).

**Results**

**Use of Language Abstraction**

Data for each product were analyzed in separate ANOVAs, with communication goal (persuasion vs. no activation of persuasion) and product experience (negative vs. positive) as factors, and use of language abstraction as dependent variable. For dishwasher, the analyses revealed main effects of experience ($M_{positive} = 3.00$ vs. $M_{negative} = 2.61$), ($F(1,148) = 8.56$, $p < .01$) and of communication goal ($M_{persuasion} = 2.66$ vs. $M_{no persuasion activated} = 2.95$), ($F(1,148) = 4.45$, $p < .05$). For telecommunication network, a main effect of experience emerged ($M_{positive} = 2.96$ vs. $M_{negative} = 2.51$), ($F(1,148) = 4.79$, $p < .05$). More importantly, the analyses revealed communication goal x product experience interaction effects on choice of description: telecommunication network ($F(1, 148) = 21.68$, $p < .001$), and dishwasher ($F(1, 148) = 27.99$, $p < .001$). In line with Hypothesis 4a, planned contrasts showed that participants chose more concrete descriptions for unfavorable product experiences in the presence of this persuasion goal than in the absence of a persuasion goal: telecommunication network ($F(1, 148) = 13.01$, $p < .001$), and dishwasher ($F(1, 148) = 27.38$, $p < .001$), see Figure 12a and 12b. Conversely, and in line with Hypothesis 4b, favorable experiences were described more abstractly when a persuasion goal was present: telecommunication network ($F(1,$
148) = 8.89, \( p < .01 \), and dishwasher (\( F(1, 148) = 5.06, \ p < .05 \)). Thus, with a persuasion goal, information that supported the goal was communicated more abstractly, compared to information that opposed the goal.

Figure 12a.
Study 3.2. Effect of communication goal and product experience on the Use of Language Abstraction for telecommunication network: Mean (SE).

Figure 12b.
Study 3.2. Effect of communication goal and product experience on the Use of Language Abstraction for dish washer: Mean (SE).
Abstraction Index

Similar results were found for the abstraction index: communication goal x product experience interactions for both products: network ($F(1, 148) = 17.85, p < .001$) and dishwasher ($F(1, 148) = 18.72, p < .001$). In addition, the analyses revealed main effects of experience for the dishwasher ($M_{\text{positive}} = 2.64$ vs. $M_{\text{negative}} = 2.42$), ($F(1,148) = 13.21, p < .001$) and of communication goal for the dishwasher ($M_{\text{persuasion}} = 2.46$ vs. $M_{\text{no persuasion activated}} = 2.61$), ($F(1,148) = 5.56, p < .05$). There were no significant main effects for the communication network. In line with Hypothesis 4a, planned contrasts showed that unfavorable experiences were seen as more appropriately described concretely when a persuasion goal was present compared to when this was absent: telecommunication network ($F(1, 148) = 14.68, p < .001$), and dishwasher ($F(1, 148) = 22.34, p < .001$), see Figure 13a and 13b. Conversely, and in line with Hypothesis H4b, abstract descriptions were seen as more appropriate for positive product experiences in the presence of a persuasion goal than in its absence. This effect was significant for the network ($F(1, 148) = 4.64, p < .05$), but not for the dishwasher ($F(1, 148) = 1.94, p = .166$). Thus, with a persuasion goal, a higher level of abstraction was seen as more appropriate for information that supported (vs. opposed) the goal.
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Study 3.2. Effect of communication goal and product experience on the Abstraction Index for telecommunication network: Mean (SE).
Discussion

An important goal of word-of-mouth communication is to persuade other consumers of the superiority or inferiority of a product on one or more dimensions. This study showed the strategic use of language abstraction with a general communication goal. Even when the sender does not have a priori product attitude, a persuasion goal leads to strategically use language abstraction. In the presence of a goal to attain a positive attitude from a receiver, positive product information is described more abstractly, and negative information is described more concretely. The results of this study show how senders strategically use language abstraction to achieve specific communication objectives, such as the goal to persuade.

3.4 General Discussion

The previous chapter introduced how consumers adjust their use of language abstraction to their a priori product attitudes. The present chapter added to these findings by exploring whether consumers also use language abstraction strategically. It examined the adaptive nature of consumers’ use of language abstraction to two important aspects of the sender-receiver dyad: the receiver’s actual attitude and the
receiver’s desired attitude. It was hypothesized that the language that consumers use to describe their product experiences is influenced by the attitudes of their audience, and by persuasion goals aimed at receivers’ product attitude.

The first main finding of this chapter is that consumers’ language use is responsive to their audience. A phenomenon referred to as the Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction, in which language abstraction is adapted to the brand attitude of the audience. More abstract language is used for product information that is consistent to the product attitude of a receiver compared to inconsistent product information. More specifically, favorable product experiences were found to be communicated more abstractly to receivers with a positive brand attitude than to receivers with a negative attitude. Unfavorable experiences were described more concretely to receivers with positive brand attitudes than to receivers with negative attitudes. Although communicators have long been known to adapt their messages to fit with their audience (e.g., Fussell & Kraus, 1992; Higgins & Rholes, 1978), the role of receivers has received limited attention in the study of linguistic abstraction. Future research could extend this work by incorporating other aspects of the receiver, including product expertise or involvement. When a non expert discusses a product with an expert, this person may avoid using abstract language, because the large knowledge and experience of the expert on the topic makes the non expert feel that he has no ground to generalize the information of one single experience to the brand or product in general. One may also stick to a more concrete framing to avoid dispute and counter arguing which is more likely activated by abstract language, since an expert will more likely win a discussion about the topic in question.

The second main finding is that consumers use language abstraction to achieve a specific effect on their audience. Study 3.2 showed how language use is strategically matched to the specific goal with which consumers communicate to reach a desired effect on the product attitude of a receiver. Consumers who had the goal of persuading someone used more abstract language when they communicated information that supported this goal and concrete language if the information countered this goal. No such effects were found without a persuasion goal. Even though persuasion is an important goal for word of mouth, particularly in the marketing and scales context, future research may examine how language abstraction is influenced by other goals such as the goal to signal expertise or strengthen interpersonal relations. For instance, a goal to self protect will probably activate the
use of more concrete language, while a self enhancement goal may trigger more abstract word of mouth.

For future research it would be interesting to examine what would happen to language abstraction when a consumer tries to convince a negative receiver of a positive product opinion, or when the sender has a negative opinion about a product, but the receiver is positive. A naïve prediction could be that combinations between the product attitudes of the sender and the receiver with positive and negative product information can lead to extremely concrete or extremely abstract messages. For instance, when two conversation partners are both very fond of a brand, they will probably both use very abstract language when sharing positive word of mouth about experiences with this brand, and very concrete language in case of positive word of mouth. This may be a subtle way to dissociate oneself from out-groups (consumers who dislike this brand)(White & Dahl, 2007). Likewise, when a consumer has an unfavorable product attitude and is talking to another consumer who is part of the same reference group, then the positive qualities of the product will probably be discussed very concretely, while for the negative qualities enhanced language abstractness might be expected.

This latter prediction is in line with the study of Rubini and Sigall (2002) who proposed a higher level of linguistic abstractness when presenting one’s political view to an agreeing (vs. mixed) receiver. But my prediction seems to contrast Wigboldus, Spears, and Semin (2005), who argued that the systematic linguistic bias will not be activated when the sender, receiver, and described actor belong to the same reference group. More specifically, they found that language use is not systematically varied in the descriptions of expected and unexpected actions of a female actor described by a female speaker to a female receiver. Wigboldus proposed that variations in language abstraction only occur if stereotypes are activated, for example by social categorizations which create a comparative context (e.g., females vs. males)(Oakes, 1987; Tajfel & Turner, 1986). When such a social comparative context is not made salient, such as in the case of a female talking to a female about the behavior of another female, there is no reason for systematic biases in language abstraction. The difference between Wigboldus’ findings and word of mouth is however that consumers’ a priori product attitudes automatically incite a comparative context for their product experiences, and that consumers compare each product experience to their (positive or negative) product attitude. Thus, in case consumers have an a priori attitude toward a
product, there will be a basis for systematic variations in language abstraction, regardless of the attitude of the receiver.

In cases where the sender and receiver have different product attitudes, my predictions will strongly depend on the specific communication situation. Although people can be egocentric beings who find it inherent difficult to detach themselves from one’s own perspective (Epley & Caruso, 2008; Kruger, Epley, Parker, & Ng, 2005; Ross & Sicoly, 1979), there should be many situations where receivers and their attitudes are used as a frame of reference, even when they are in conflict with the sender’s own opinions. For instance, the abstractness of the speaker’s message may be strongly affected by the receiver’s product attitude when the receiver has more power than the speaker, or when a positive relationship with the receiver is highly important.
Chapter 4. Effects of Language Abstraction on Receivers

4.1 How does Language Abstraction Affect Receivers?

Previous research on language abstraction mainly focused on the factors affecting the sender’s use of language abstraction. Far less is known about the ways in which receivers respond to communicators’ use of abstract versus concrete language. In this dissertation, it is argued that language can be used as a communication signal. Above and beyond the actual content and valence of a message, receivers may be able to pick up on subtle cues of language use, and are affected by it in their behavioral intentions. The findings of Chapter 3 also suggest that senders take the effects of language abstraction on receivers into account when describing product experiences. This chapter examines the effects of language abstraction on receivers of word of mouth.

Research on language abstraction showed that people are able to infer from the language abstraction of a message how the message was intentionally framed (Douglas & Sutton, 2006). In that study, participants were explicitly informed that they would be given descriptions about (positive and negative) behaviors of a person, and that these descriptions had been written with the intent to present the events in either a positive or negative manner. The results indicated that participants could use the level of language abstraction of the descriptions to infer whether the author had intended to paint a positive or negative picture of the actor. The present chapter first sought to establish if consumers can also infer the product attitude of the sender of a word of mouth message from the language abstraction of the message.

Note that inferring a sender’s product attitude from the language used in word of mouth is a complicated task. Consumers may have a multitude of motives for word of mouth (Sundaram, Mitra, & Webster, 1998) which could affect the content and evaluative tone of their communication as well as the language used. Receivers therefore have many possible factors to which they can attribute the use of concrete or abstract language in word of mouth.

Taking the effectiveness of language abstraction one step further: how does language abstraction affect receivers? Is an abstract or concrete positive product
referral more persuasive? And when can one or the other be more persuasive? In line with the linguistic category model, abstract descriptions of behaviors have been found to lead to more dispositional inferences about the actor (Wigboldus, Semin, & Spears, 2006). Wigboldus and colleagues studied receivers’ processing of stories that were either consistent or inconsistent with their stereotypes of the actors in the story. They found that stereotype-consistent stories led to more dispositional inferences about the actor, and that this effect was mediated by language abstraction. But will more abstract word-of-mouth messages also have a stronger effect on receiving consumers? An impressive body of marketing research has shown the persuasive effect of concrete and vivid information (Kim, Kardes, & Herr, 1991; Kisielius & Sternthal, 1984). This seems to contradict the effects of Wigboldus and colleagues. This chapter will examine the actual effect of language abstraction on receiver’s behavioral intentions. Additionally, I will incorporate the fact that consumers are not passive receivers, they have intentions and objectives they are considering when receiving new product information. The last study of this chapter reveals how a consumers’ mindset moderates the impact of language abstraction on receivers.

This chapter of the dissertation extends previous findings by examining the effect of language abstraction of a product message on receiving customers. Study 4.1 will show whether consumers are able to infer someone’s product attitude from the level of language abstraction that they use to describe positive and negative product experiences. Study 4.2 demonstrates the effects of the language abstraction of word of mouth on the receiver’s buying intention, and Study 4.3 replicates these findings when correcting for valence. Study 4.4 introduces the consumer’s mindset as a moderator for the persuasiveness of language abstraction.

4.2 Effect of Language Abstraction on Inference of Product Attitude of Sender

Speakers use language to convey a particular meaning, and anticipate that receivers recognize their communication intent. Receivers are oriented towards recovering the sender’s intention (Sperber & Wilson, 1995). They go beyond the information given and examine the specific linguistics employed to construct the message meaning. Based on the findings of Douglas and Sutton (2006), I argue that language abstraction can be used to infer a sender’s product attitude. If consumers are able to infer someone’s product attitude from the level of language abstraction of a word-of-mouth
message, this assumes that consumers are (at least implicitly) aware of the fact that communicators use more abstract language when they describe experiences that are consistent with their expectations. This would lead recipients to infer that communicators have a more positive product attitude when they describe a positive experience in an abstract rather than concrete manner. In descriptions of negative experiences, the use of more abstract language should lead receivers to infer that the sender has a less favorable product attitude. In previous work (Douglas & Sutton, 2006), participants were shown a picture of person acting (positive or negative behaviors) and were asked to match descriptions of this behavior to a role of the sender (who was either a friend, enemy or neutral observer of the actor). In the present study, as in every day life, participants did not receive this insight. They were unaware of the actual experience, and were not aware of the role of the sender. Moreover, the dynamic and interactive elements in word of mouth and the multiple motives for product referrals may make inferring a sender’s product attitude a challenging task.

**H5a** When negative product experiences are described more abstractly (vs. concretely), consumers will infer that a sender has a less favorable attitude toward the product.

**H5b** When positive product experiences are described more abstractly (vs. concretely), consumers will infer that a sender has a more favorable attitude toward the product.

**Study 4.1: Effect of Language Abstraction on Inferred Product Attitudes held by Senders**

This study examined the effect of language abstraction on the receiver’s inferences about the sender’s opinion about the product. The participants received either a positive or negative product referral that was presented in the form of word of mouth from another consumer. For replication purposes four different product categories were used in this study (computer, car, razor blade, and dessert). For each product four descriptions were created which correspond to the four different levels of language abstraction proposed by the model (Semin & Fiedler, 1988)(see Appendix C for the product statements for each of the four products). For instance, for the product
razor blade the four descriptions were respectively from concrete to abstract (DAV, IAV, SV, and Adj)(negative experiences within brackets):

\[
\begin{align*}
I & \text{ shave with Shaft razor blades [the Shaft razor blades do not glide well]} \\
I & \text{ use Shaft razor blades [the Shaft razor blades do not function well]} \\
I & [\text{do not]} \text{ like Shaft razor blades} \\
\text{Shaft [does not have]} & \text{ has nice razor blades}
\end{align*}
\]

**Pretest**

In a pretest, the language abstraction of the sets of descriptions for the four products of this study was recorded. Ninety-seven participants from the same subject pool received a general explanation about the concepts ‘concrete’ and ‘abstract descriptions’. For the four products, the participants were shown a set of the four descriptions of a positive product experience at a random order, and were asked to indicate the abstractness per description from (1) concrete to (7) abstract. Participants were anticipated to observe and indicate the increasing language abstraction from DAV (most concrete) to IAV to SV to Adj (most abstract). A repeated measures ANOVA on the perceived language abstraction with language abstraction of the description and product as within subject variables indicated a significant effect of language abstraction \((F(3, 864) = 104.29, p < .001)\) and an interaction effect \((F(9, 864) = 4.92, p < .001)\). Follow-up planned comparisons revealed that the DAV descriptions (2.40) was rated as more concrete than the IAV descriptions \((3.33, F(1, 96) = 75.29, p < .001)\), which in turn were rated as more concrete than the SV descriptions \((4.88, F(1, 96) = 56.01, p < .001)\), which in turn were rated as more concrete than the Adj descriptions \((5.41, F(1, 96) = 8.34, p < .01)\). Repeated measures ANOVA’s per product indicated that language abstraction had a significant effect on the observed abstraction for all products (razor blade: \(F(3, 288) = 89.49, p < .001\), dessert: \(F(3, 288) = 30.52, p < .001\), computer: \(F(3, 288) = 51.48, p < .001\), and car: \(F(3, 288) = 65.10, p < .001\)). For each product, follow-up planned comparisons revealed that all the differences between the four levels were in the indicated direction for all products (all \(F’s > 4.4, p’s < .05\)), except the difference between the SV and Adj descriptions of the computer \((F < 1)\).
Method

Design

Two hundred and twelve students were randomly assigned to a counterbalanced design with 2 (type of word of mouth: negative vs. positive) x 4 (language abstraction: DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) x 4 (product category: computer, car, razor blade, and dessert). Word-of-mouth type was a between subjects variable and the latter two were combined within subjects variables. For this study, a design was constructed in which a single participant received only one word-of-mouth statement per product, and only one instance of each of the four levels of language abstraction. Pairings of products and language abstraction were randomized. Thus, a particular participant could receive a statement about a car brand that was presented as an IAV, a statement about a computer brand presented as a DAV, a statement about a razor blade brand as an SV, and a statement about a dessert presented at the Adjective level. Product order was random.

Procedure

The product statements were introduced by a short scenario which explained that the respondents would receive statements about several products, which had been made by other consumers. After each description, participants were asked to indicate their evaluation of the product attitude held by the speaker. This was done on three nine-point items: I think the speaker is: very negative (1) / very positive (9) about the product, ...finds the product very bad (1) / very good (9), ...finds the product very unattractive (1) / very attractive (9).

In a post-test, ratings for the valence of each statement (from (1) negative to (5) positive; Maass et al., 1989) were collected, and entered as covariate in follow-up analyses. These analyses will be discussed at the end of the results section.

Results

Inferred Product Attitudes

For each type of statement and product, the three scales used to measure respondents’ inferences about the product attitude of the sender were combined into one scale. Cronbach’s alpha for these indices ranged from .80 to .98. The data were analyzed with a mixed linear model with type of statements (positive vs. negative) as between subjects variable, language abstraction (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) as a within
subjects variable, product category (computer, car, razor blade, and dessert) as a covariate, and subject as a random factor. This revealed an effect of type of statement \( (F(1, 700) = 2384.22, p < .001) \), of language abstraction \( (F(3, 407) = 16.49, p < .001) \), of product \( (F(1, 446) = 8.87, p < .01) \), and a type of statement x language abstraction interaction effect \( (F(3, 402) = 68.84, p < .001) \). These findings will be explained per type of statement.

Inferences based on Negative Word of Mouth

For negative word of mouth, a repeated measures ANCOVA on the inferred product attitudes with language abstraction as within subjects factor, product category as a covariate, and subject as a random factor revealed a significant effect of language abstraction \( (F(3, 252) = 11.05, p < .001) \), of product category \( (F(3, 252) = 18.59, p < .001) \) and of subject \( (F(3, 252) = 1.61, p < .01) \). Confirming Hypothesis 5a, an increase in language abstraction in negative word of mouth led receivers to infer a less favorable product attitude for the sender, see Figure 14. More specifically, when a negative experience was described in action verbs as DAV (3.40) and IAV (3.04) than participants inferred the product attitude of the sender as more favorable compared to descriptions using State Verbs (2.74) and Adjectives (2.62). Thus, if a speaker communicates a negative product experience at a more abstract level, the listener infers a less favorable attitude.

Inferences based on Positive Word of Mouth

A repeated measures ANCOVA of the favorable statements with language abstraction (LCM: DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) as within subjects factor, product category (computer, car, razor blade, and dessert) as a covariate, and subject as a random factor revealed a significant effect of language abstraction on inferred product attitude \( (F(3, 369) = 115.07, p < .001) \). It also showed effects of product category \( (F(3, 369) = 51.43, p < .001) \) and subject \( (F(3, 369) = 1.81, p < .001) \), which were not germane to the study. In line with Hypothesis 5b, an increase in language abstraction in positive word of mouth led receivers to infer a more favorable product attitude for the sender. Specifically, positive experiences described with DAVs (5.91) or IAVs (5.85) led participants to infer that senders held less favorable product attitudes than product experiences described with SVs (6.87), while Adjectives (7.84) led to the most favorable inferred product attitude.

\[ \text{Note that the estimated degrees of freedom are reported for the mixed linear models in study 4.1 and 4.2, and for sake of clarity the decimals are not reported.} \]
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attitudes (see Figure 14). Thus, if a speaker communicates a positive product experience at a more concrete level, the listener infers a less favorable attitude.

![Figure 14. Study 4.1. Effect of word of mouth (positive vs. negative) and language abstraction (from concrete to abstract: DAV, IAV, SV, Adj) on inferred product attitude of sender: Mean (SE)](image)

Additional Analyses with Valence as Covariate

Analogously to studies reported in Chapter 2, I examined whether these effects are driven by differences in the valence of the statements. To this end, a post-hoc study was conducted in which one hundred and eighty-two students rated the valence of the favorable and unfavorable descriptions used in this study from negative (1) to positive (5). The mean valence rating for each statement was included as a covariate in the analyses. The results indicated that the effects were not mediated by the valence of statements, and that the inclusion of the valence covariate did not lead to substantial changes in the findings.

For **negative word of mouth**, a repeated measures ANCOVA with language abstraction as within subjects factor, product category as a covariate, subject as a random factor, and the addition of the rated valence scores as a covariate showed that the rated valence had an effect on the inferred product attitudes \((F(3, 251) = 15.30, p < .001)\), but the effect of language abstraction on inferred product attitudes remained
significant \( (F(3, 251) = 8.15, p < .001) \). Thus, after correction for valence, the pattern of means still indicated that an increase in language abstraction leads receivers to infer a less favorable product attitude for the sender (3.27, 3.10, 2.63, 2.79).

For positive word of mouth, the same repeated measures ANCOVA for positive referrals revealed only a marginal effect of the rated valence covariate \( (F(1, 368) = 3.052, p = .081) \). The effect of language abstraction on inferred product attitude remained significant after entering the covariate \( (F(3, 368) = 6.17, p < .001) \). After correction for valence, the pattern of means still indicated that an increase in language abstraction leads receivers to infer a more favorable product attitude for the sender (6.10, 6.08, 6.83, and 7.46).

Discussion

This study shows that the use of more abstract language in word-of-mouth communication makes receivers infer that the sender of the word of mouth has a more ‘extreme’ product attitude. More precisely, abstract (vs. concrete) negative word of mouth leads receivers to infer that the sender has a less favorable product attitude. While for positive word of mouth, I find the reverse: receivers infer that the sender of word of mouth has a more favorable product attitude, if the sender uses more abstract (vs. concrete) language in their word-of-mouth referral. Ergo, abstract language seems to suggest more strong or outspoken opinions. Additionally, these effects remain significant after correcting for the influence of differences in valence between concrete and abstract descriptions.

4.3 Effect of Language Abstraction on Behavioral Intention

A logic and interesting next step is studying the persuasiveness of language abstraction. What would be the effect of language abstraction on receivers’ attitudes and purchase intentions? Previous research (Wigboldus et al., 2000; 2006) has shown that abstract descriptions of behaviors lead to more dispositional inferences about the actor of the behavior. If abstract language leads to more dispositional inferences, then abstract descriptions of product experiences might also lead consumers to make more or stronger inferences at the level of the brand or product. If the described experience is positive, abstract descriptions should therefore result in higher purchase intentions than concrete descriptions. On the other hand, if the described experience is negative,
abstract descriptions should result in lower purchase intentions than concrete descriptions.

It is reasonable to expect results in line with Wigboldus et al. (2000) and Douglas and Sutton’s (2006) findings, such that abstract word of mouth has a stronger effect on receivers and receivers’ inferences of a sender’s product attitude compared to concrete word of mouth. Note, however, that it is not self-evident that abstract word of mouth is more persuasive than concrete word of mouth. Building on Semin and Fiedler’s (1988) linguistic category model, it is also possible to arrive at an opposite prediction for the effect of language abstraction on the persuasiveness of messages. First, abstract descriptions of an event are less verifiable than concrete descriptions because they go beyond the particulars of the behavior or event. Therefore, abstract descriptions are more open to dispute. Second, concrete descriptions are often more vivid than abstract ones, and vividness has been shown to have persuasive effects (Kim, Kardes, & Herr, 1991; Kisielius & Sternthal, 1984). These differences in vividness, verifiability and disputability may reduce the persuasiveness of messages that are presented in abstract language. To gain insight into the persuasive effect of language abstraction on receivers, Study 4.2 examines the impact of language abstraction on the purchase intentions of receivers and will allow us to distinguish between these two competing hypotheses.

Study 4.2: Effects of Language Abstraction on Buying Intention

This study was designed to provide the first test of the effect of variations in language abstraction on the receivers’ buying intentions for the described product. Participants received four word-of-mouth statements pertaining to products from four different categories (i.e., mortgage broker, TV program, club, and detergent) and were asked to indicate their purchase intention for each of these products.

Pretest

As in Study 4.1, perceived language abstraction of the product statements was pretested among 44 students. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for some of the products, I therefore report the corrected degrees of freedom (rounded to whole numbers) using Greenhouse-Geisser. For each product, a repeated measures ANOVA indicated that perceived language abstraction differed significantly between the four levels of the descriptions (detergent: $F(3, 108) =$
38.72, \( p < .001 \), mortgage broker: \( F(2, 95) = 20.72, \ p < .001 \), TV program: \( F(2, 88) = 30.70, \ p < .001 \), and club: \( F(2, 92) = 49.28, \ p < .001 \). Follow-up planned contrasts revealed that all the differences between the four levels were significant and in the intended direction for all products (\( Fs > 5.66, \ p < .05 \)), except the difference between the SV and Adj descriptions of the mortgage broker, which was in the right direction but not significant. See Appendix C for the scenarios, product statements, and ratings of perceived language abstraction.

**Method**

*Design and Procedure*

One hundred fifty-five students were randomly assigned to a 2 (word of mouth: negative vs. positive) x 4 (language abstraction: DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) x 4 (product category: detergent, mortgage broker, TV program, and club) counterbalanced design. Word-of-mouth type was manipulated between subjects, and the other two variables were manipulated within subjects. Similar to Study 4.1, participants received four product statements at different levels of language abstraction for four products. Product order was randomized. Respondents received either a set of positive or negative word-of-mouth statements, preceded by a short scenario that introduced them.

*Dependent Variables*

After each scenario and product statement participants were asked how likely they would be to buy this product (or use this service) on a 11–point Juster scale for purchase likelihood (Juster 1966; Wright & MacCrae, 2007). At the end of the study, participants rated the valence of the statements they had received on a five point scale from negative (1) to positive (5). These ratings allowed us to assess the influence of any possible differences in the valence of the statements.

*Results*

A mixed linear model was used with word-of-mouth type (negative vs. positive) as between subjects variable, language abstraction (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) as a within subjects variable, subject as a random factor, and rated valence of the statement as a covariate on the indicated purchase intention. This analysis revealed main effects of word-of-mouth type (\( F(1, 593) = 5.25, \ p < .05 \)) and rated valence (\( F(1, 598) = 67.48, \ p < .001 \)).
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$p < .001$), as well as a rated valence $\times$ type of statement interaction ($F(1, 598) = 7.32, p < .01$). More important for the hypotheses, a significant language abstraction $\times$ type of statement interaction ($F(1, 304) = 4.02, p < .01$) was also obtained. For negative word of mouth, an increase in abstraction leads to a decrease in buying intention ($F(4, 76) = 490.47, p < .001$; means across products from concrete to abstract corrected for rated valence: 4.57, 4.30, 3.49, 3.47). Note that the reported means are corrected for valence of the product statements. For positive word of mouth, the opposite effect was found: an increase in abstraction leads to an increase in buying intention ($F(4,77) = 500.17, p < .001$; means across products from concrete to abstract corrected for rated valence: 4.64, 5.09, 6.22, 6.18), see Figure 15. The means per product are presented in Table 1.

![Figure 15.](image)

Study 4.2. Effect of word of mouth (positive vs. negative) and language abstraction on buying intention (from concrete to abstract: DAV, IAV, SV, Adj): Mean (SE)
Table 1
Study 4.2: Effect of word of mouth (positive vs. negative) and Language Abstraction on Buying Intentions: Mean (SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Detergent</th>
<th>Mortgage broker</th>
<th>TV program</th>
<th>Club</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive experiences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAV</td>
<td>5.15 (2.03)</td>
<td>5.53 (1.65)</td>
<td>5.53 (2.34)</td>
<td>2.45 (0.94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAV</td>
<td>4.80 (1.58)</td>
<td>7.05 (1.57)</td>
<td>5.53 (2.34)</td>
<td>2.89 (1.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>7.21 (1.69)</td>
<td>6.95 (1.47)</td>
<td>6.95 (1.88)</td>
<td>3.68 (2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>7.68 (1.73)</td>
<td>5.89 (1.85)</td>
<td>6.70 (1.49)</td>
<td>4.50 (1.96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative experiences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAV</td>
<td>5.00 (1.59)</td>
<td>4.30 (1.22)</td>
<td>4.63 (1.64)</td>
<td>4.33 (2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAV</td>
<td>4.95 (1.39)</td>
<td>2.95 (1.22)</td>
<td>4.94 (1.63)</td>
<td>4.35 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>4.05 (1.08)</td>
<td>3.28 (1.32)</td>
<td>3.30 (1.34)</td>
<td>3.35 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj</td>
<td>3.89 (1.28)</td>
<td>3.05 (1.54)</td>
<td>3.55 (1.36)</td>
<td>3.42 (1.68)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

This study revealed the persuasive effect of language abstraction on receivers buying intention. Positive word of mouth led to higher purchase intentions when more abstract language was used. For negative word of mouth, more abstract language led to lower purchase intentions. To the best of my knowledge, this provides the first evidence of an effect of language abstraction on receivers’ opinions about the described object (in this case: buying intentions).

In Study 4.2, I tried to rule out effects of variations in statement valence by using participants’ ratings of statement valence as a covariate in my analyses. To provide additional evidence for the claim that the effects do not result from variations in statement valence, an additional study was run which replicates the results of Study 4.2 with a set of descriptions that was carefully constructed to show no variation on statement valence.
Study 4.3: Effects of Language Abstraction on Buying Intention and Attitude: Controlling for Valence

This study examined the impact of language abstraction on the purchase intentions of receivers, when the valence of the stimulus material is carefully held constant between the different conditions. Four word-of-mouth statements about the product ice cream were constructed to represent the different levels of language abstraction according to the linguistic category model, but at the same time remain equal in valence:

- *I ate the entire cup of Moccalicious ice cream*
- *I entirely finished the cup of Moccalicious ice cream*
- *I liked the Moccalicious ice cream*
- *Moccalicious ice cream is tasty*

**Pretests**

**Pretest 1**

A first pretest (N = 44) with a similar procedure to that used in Study 4.1 and 4.2 on the perceived language abstraction, revealed significant differences in perceived language abstraction ($F(1, 129) = 39.17, p < .001$). Planned contrasts showed that the first description (DAV: 2.09) was rated as more concrete than the second description (IAV: 3.27, $F(1, 43) = 46.73, p < .001$), which in turn was rated as more concrete than the third description (SV: 4.93, $F(1, 43) = 16.38, p < .001$), which in turn was rated as more concrete than the last description (Adj: 5.75, $F(1, 43) = 5.90, p < .05$).

**Pretest 2**

Important, a second pretest (N = 68) examined the valence of the four descriptions (between subject intermixed with filler statements about other products). An ANOVA with language abstraction as a between subject variable on the valence of the product descriptions showed no variation in the rated valence of the four descriptions ($F(3, 64) < 1, p = .414$). This means that the four statements about the ice cream are equal in valence.
Method
Seventy-five students received positive word of mouth for a new brand of ice cream from a fellow student. After receiving a product statement, participants were asked how likely they would be to buy the ice cream, using the same 11-point Juster scale as in Study 4.2. In addition, participants indicated their attitude toward the ice-cream on a three-item measure as in Study 4.1 (negative/positive; bad/good; unattractive attractive, $\alpha = .87$).

Results
An ANOVA with language abstraction of the recommendation (DAV vs. IAV vs. SV vs. Adj) as between subjects variable on the buying intention revealed that participants’ buying intentions for the ice cream increased with the level of abstraction used in the word of mouth communication (from concrete to abstract, respectively: 5.30, 6.79, 7.11, 7.18; $F(3, 71) = 3.02, p < .05$). The attitude measure produced similar results: Receivers’ attitudes toward the ice cream were more positive after receiving a more abstract statement (from concrete to abstract, respectively: 5.40, 5.96, 6.25, 6.67; $F(3, 71) = 3.75, p < .05$).

Discussion
The findings of this study converge with those of Study 4.2, and show that positive word of mouth leads to higher purchase intentions and more favorable attitudes when it is worded in an abstract, rather than concrete, manner. The statements used in this study did not differ in terms of valence, which implies that the higher persuasive power of abstract (vs. concrete) word of mouth cannot be attributed to differences in valence.

4.4 Mindset Moderates the Persuasiveness of Language Abstraction
A question now is whether this means that a positive referral framed abstractly will always activate a more positive product attitude and a higher buying intention than a concrete version? In other words, should we all be talking abstractly to have the most impact? Probably not; word of mouth is an interactive and flexible process, and this has consequences for the language used. A particular message can be more or less
persuasive depending on elements in the communication context, such as the objective a receiver’s tries to accomplish with a product. Consumers can for example imagine using a product, such as drinking a cold beer on a hot summer’s day, but they can also be focused on the outcome of product use, such as avoiding sunburn with sunscreen. Focusing on the thoughts and feelings about a desired outcome is known as outcome focus or outcome mindset (Escalas & Luce, 2003, 2004; Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 1998; Zhao, Hoeffler, & Zauberman, 2007). In this mindset one is envisioning the end result that one wants to achieve (e.g., avoid sunburn). This focus is often used in advertising where consumers are encouraged to imagine the favorable outcomes from using a product (e.g., a recent Dutch lottery slogan reads: ‘What would you do with 27 million Euro’s?’). Conversely, a process focus/mindset refers to the construction of scenario’s in which one considers all the specific steps which are necessary to attain a preferred objective.

Until recently, it was thought that a process focus stimulates superior goal attainment compared to outcome focused thought (Oettingen, 1995; Pham & Taylor, 1999; Taylor et al., 1998). However, Escalas and Luce (2003) showed differential effects of mental simulation on behavioral intentions by varying involvement and argument strength. More specifically, under high involvement strong arguments had a greater effect on behavioral intentions than weak arguments when participants focused on the outcome of product use, while these effects were not found for process focus. In contrast, under low involvement they found an effect of strong over weak arguments for participants who were in a process (vs. outcome) focus.

This dissertation builds on previous research by examining under which conditions of message abstractness a process or outcome focus will lead to higher buying intention. My reasoning is based on research which suggested that people can more readily process information that is consistent (vs. inconsistent) with their expectations, such as stereotypes (e.g., Fiske & Neuberg, 1990; Sherman, Lee, Bessenoff, & Frost, 1998). I argue that a message is more persuasive when the language abstraction of the message is compatible with the mindset of the receiver. That is, process focused thought seems to encourage plan formation, creating a detailed step-by-step map of how actions x and y can lead to outcome z. Therefore, process focused thought will operate to increase sensitivity for information which is aimed at actions, information that precisely describes who does what in which way. Concrete language precisely describes information in an objective, non-interpretative fashion, with much indication about the specific observable situation and highly verifiable facts. Thus,
when a receiver is considering the process of product usage, concrete product messages may be more effective than abstractly framed messages.

On the contrary, an outcome focus emphasizes the positive results of an action. In an outcome mindset the precise steps taken to get to the result are less important, and consumers are more focused on the end benefits. Abstractly framed product information describes the information as an endurable and broad conclusion, detached from the specific situation. Therefore, consumers in an outcome focus may be more sensitive to abstract language use. Conclusively, encountering information that is consistent with consumers’ focus (e.g., they receive abstract information when focusing on the outcome, or they encounter concrete information while focusing on the process) will lead to a higher buying intention.

**H6a** In an outcome focus, an *abstract* product statement is more persuasive than a concrete message.

**H6b** In a process focus, a *concrete* product statement is more persuasive than an abstract message.

### Study 4.4: Effect of Receiver’s Mindset on Effectiveness of Language Abstraction

**Method**

*Design and Procedure*

One hundred forty students were randomly assigned to a 2 (mindset: outcome vs. process) x 2 (language abstraction: concrete vs. abstract) between subject design. The mindset of the participants was induced by asking them to imagine owning a house with a big lawn behind it, for which they decided that they needed an electric lawn mower to trim the grass. In the process mindset the participants were induced to think of using the product, while in the outcome mindset they were urged to think of the end product, a nicely mowed lawn (see Appendix C for the outcome and process instructions). Both instructions contain the same amount of verbs and predicates to keep the language abstraction of two scenario’s equal. Then the participants received a
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Concrete or abstract statement about a Kamaro lawnmower. More precisely, the concrete and abstract descriptions were:

‘A Kamaro lawnmower: mows your lawn easily, uses little electric power and lasts long.’ (Concrete statement)
‘A Kamaro lawnmower: is user friendly, reliable and environmentally friendly.’ (Abstract statement)

Dependent Variables

After the product statement the participants were asked to indicate their attitude towards the Kamaro lawnmower on the three-item measure as in Study 4.1 and 4.3 (negative/positive; bad/good; unattractive attractive, α = .84). Subsequently, participants indicated how likely they would buy this lawnmower, using the same 11-point Juster scale as in Study 4.2 and 4.3. As manipulation check, participants indicated at the end of the test whether they thought the most about: (1) mowing the grass / (9) the end result after mowing the grass.

Results

Manipulation checks

As predicted, a T-test showed that participants in an outcome focus deliberated more about the end result of mowing the grass than participants in the process mindset (M<sub>outcome</sub> = 7.26 vs. M<sub>process</sub> = 5.20, t(138) = 5.97, p < .001).

Product attitude

An ANOVA with focus (outcome vs. process) and language abstraction (concrete vs. abstract) on product attitude showed the expected focus x language abstraction effect (F(1,136) = 7.64, p < .01). Confirming Hypothesis 6a, planned contrast showed that participants who were in an outcome mindset rated the lawnmower as more positive when the advertised information was described abstractly (vs. concretely) (F(1, 136) = 4.26, p < .05), see Figure 16. As anticipated, the effects were in the opposite direction for the participants with a process focus (Hypothesis 6b): an abstract (vs. concrete) product statement activated a lower product attitude for participants in a process mindset (F(1, 136) = 3.38, p = .06).
Figure 16. Study 4.4. The interaction effect of mindset and language abstraction on product attitude.

Buying intention

Similar effects were found on the buying intention of the product: an ANOVA with mindset and language abstraction revealed a main effect of mindset on buying intention ($M_{\text{outcome}} = 7.00$ vs. $M_{\text{process}} = 6.34$, $F(1,136) = 6.50$, $p < .05$), and a mindset x language abstraction interaction effect ($F(1,136) = 7.63$, $p < .01$). As anticipated, planned contrast analyses revealed that an abstract (vs. concrete) product statement causes a higher buying intention for consumers who are in an outcome focus ($F(1,136) = 4.93$, $p < .05$), see Figure 17. Additionally, the reversed pattern is marginally significant for the process focus: a concrete product statement leads to a higher buying intention than an abstract statement ($F(1,136) = 2.80$, $p < .10$).
Discussion

This study showed that the persuasiveness of language abstraction depends on the specific communication situation. The fit between language abstraction of a message and the focus of a receiver affects the impact of abstractness on receivers’ product attitude and buying intention. When a consumer was focused at using the product (process focus) a concrete (vs. abstract) product message led to a higher buying intention and a more favorable product opinion. However, when consumers were thinking of the end benefits of a product (outcome focus), then an abstractly (vs. concretely) framed product message led to a higher buying intention and a more favorable product evaluation. In paragraph 4.5 and 5.2.3, I will elaborate on the results of this study and applicability of these findings in a marketing context, and discuss other moderators of the persuasiveness of language abstraction.

4.5 General Discussion

Previous research on language abstraction in social psychology mainly focused on the factors affecting the senders’ use of language abstraction. The persuasiveness of language abstraction of product messages on receivers is additionally of main interest, especially for marketers. This chapter of the dissertation examined the effect of variations in language abstraction on the receiver’s inference of the sender’s product
attitude, and the effect of more concrete or abstract language use on the receiver’s product attitude and buying intention. It furthermore explored the moderating influence of the receiver’s mindset on the effect on language abstraction on receiver’s product evaluation, and excluded valence as a mediator for the effect of language abstraction on the receiver. These findings are exciting because they offer several important contributions to the current literature on the impact of language abstraction on receivers, and to research on word of mouth. Moreover, they also have clear implications for the formulation of persuasive messages.

Our first contribution is demonstrating that language abstraction in word of mouth influences the inferences that receivers make about the opinion that is held by the sender. More specifically, consumers inferred that senders have more favorable product attitudes when they heard a sender use more abstract language to describe a positive product experience. Conversely, if a sender used more abstract language to describe a negative product experience, receivers inferred that the sender held a less favorable attitude toward the product. In everyday life it is often important to understand other peoples’ opinions. One tries to infer others’ opinions in order to know for instance, whether one needs to be more convincing, whether others are lying or telling the truth, or whether the two of you are on the same page.

These findings provide communicators with some guidelines for adapting the language that they use when they share their product experiences with other consumers, but also with marketers. For example, if consumers want to make clear that they hold a really negative opinion about a brand or product (for example in a complaint letter or online review), they should communicate their negative experience in abstract terms. Along the same lines, reviewers wishing to present a balanced evaluation of a book or manuscript should pay attention to the level of abstraction with which they word positive and negative comments. In broader terms, the results of Study 4.1 indicate that receivers may use language abstraction as a cue for interpreting a sender’s messages, while communicators could use language abstraction to enhance an audience’s understanding of the message beyond its content.

Our second finding is perhaps even more relevant to the consumer behavior context. Studies 4.2 and 4.3 showed that buying intentions for a product to which consumers have no strong prior attitude were higher after receiving positive word of mouth that is worded more abstractly. For negative word of mouth, the opposite pattern was found, so that consumers’ buying intentions for the discussed product were lower when the sender uses more abstract language. In other words, these
studies demonstrate that the use of more abstract language increases the persuasiveness of word of mouth. These findings suggest that communicators who aim to maximize the positive impact of favorable word-of-mouth messages on buying intentions should use abstract language when formulating such messages. Conversely, communication about unfavorable aspects should be presented in concrete language, in order to minimize its negative impact on buying intentions. In paragraph 5.4.2 of the general discussion, I will go into the practical relevance of these findings for marketing communication. As in Chapter 2, these findings cannot be attributed to the fact that abstract descriptions are more likely to have a stronger valence than concrete descriptions.

Our third main extension is showing how the focus of a receiver moderates for the second finding of this chapter on positive product referrals. The fit between language abstraction of a message and the focus of a receiver is shown to affect the impact of abstractness on receiver’s product attitude and buying intention. More specifically, when a consumer was in a process focus, a product message framed concrete (vs. abstract) activated a higher buying intention and a more favorable product opinion, while in outcome focus an abstractly (vs. concretely) framed message stimulated a higher buying intention and product evaluation. In general, most products and services can be considered in light of both their use and in the end benefits of this use. For instance, one can imagine driving a car (process focus), and using it for the sake of getting from point A to point B (outcome focus). To maximize the impact of one’s message, one should try to match the linguistic abstractness of one’s communication to the receiver’s needs. Marketers could activate a receiver’s focus by the kind of information they provide, and by matching the language abstraction to the receiver’s focus they can increase the persuasiveness of their communication. For instance, detailed information about specific attributes of a product direct the attention of the receiver on the process of product usage, and could therefore activate a process focus. When information like this is described concretely, the language abstraction of the message can maximize its impact on consumer behavior. In contrast, information aimed at higher order values or benefits can activate an outcome focus, and should therefore be framed abstractly (Means end chain: Reynolds & Whitlark, 1995).

Other facets which may have considerable importance to the persuasiveness of language abstraction and are interesting for follow-up studies are the knowledge and attitude strength of a receiver. The impact of language abstraction may also
depend on what a receiver is thinking, feeling, trying to achieve, and how much time and effort he wants to spend on processing the information. For instance, a strong opinion about a product could influence to what extent new information about this product is considered. One would expect that a receiver’s attitude towards the product that is described in a message can have a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the language abstraction of the message. In situations in which the receiver agrees with the product message, an abstract framing which generalizes the information to the product or brand level may be more persuasive than a concrete message. In contrast, when a receiver disagrees with a product message, a concrete message may lead to less reactance and dispute, since it describes the information in a manner that is specific and situationally dependent, without a lot of subjective interpretation (I will elaborate on this matter in paragraph 5.2.3 and 5.4.2).

Conclusively, this chapter showed that the language abstraction of word of mouth can reveal information on the sender (i.e., strength of product attitude), is recognized by receivers and affects their behavioral intentions. Additionally, it was revealed that a receiver’s mindset moderates the impact of linguistic abstractness. This confirms language abstraction serving as a subtle function in communication (Semin, 1994, 2000; Semin & Fiedler, 1988, 1989, 1991). Future research should examine whether these findings can be generalized to advertising messages, but also to the use of abstract and concrete language in PR, or in communicating negative events (e.g., reputation threatening events in a company).
Chapter 5. General Discussion

5.1 Goal of the Dissertation

The goal of this dissertation is to gain insight into word of mouth. To this end, language use during word of mouth was examined. I argue that above and beyond the valence of a message, the language used in a message may reveal a great deal about the sender of word of mouth, and have a significant effect on receivers. Abstractness is an essential aspect of language, and research on communication about interpersonal behavior revealed a systematic pattern in the use of language abstraction (e.g., Maass, et al., 1989, 1995; Douglas & Sutton, 2003). The abstractness of language reveals information about the psychological and social processes underlying message production, and plays an important role in message perception (Semin & Fiedler, 1988; Semin, 2000; Holtgrave & Kashima, 2008). This dissertation demonstrates that language abstraction is a valuable and useful communication signal, and it’s well-suited to analyze product messages and improve our knowledge on word of mouth.

This dissertation examined when and why consumers use more abstract versus concrete language in word of mouth, and how these differences in language use affect the receivers of word-of-mouth messages. It showed that the language abstraction of word of mouth reveals information about the sender, such as the attitude of the sender about the object of communication. Moreover, consumers receiving word of mouth can pick up on subtle cues in the language abstractness of messages provided by the sending consumer and that they are affected by the language of word of mouth in their behavioral intentions.

5.2 Scientific Implications and Future Research

The findings of this dissertation offer several important contributions to the current literature on language abstraction, and the research on word of mouth. In general, the research adds to the growing stream of literature on linguistics in consumer behavior (e.g., Krishna & Ahluwalia, 2008; Lowrey, 2007; Luna & Peracchio, 2005; Puntoni, De Langhe, & Van Osselaer, 2009), and the substantial body of research on message framing in marketing (e.g., Jain & Posovac, 2001; Lee & Aaker, 2004; Kim, Rao, & Lee,
2009; Maheswaran & Meyers-Levy, 1990; Shiv, Britton, & Payne, 2004). Additionally, the effects suggest that in research where the manipulation is communicated by means of language, such as in scenario and advertising studies, great care should be taken to keep the abstractness of the language similar across the manipulations. This way one avoids incorrect attribution of effects which are activated by language abstraction to other processes. This dissertation also opens new avenues for researchers who are interested in language abstraction and the role of language in consumer behavior.

Central topics in research on word of mouth have been the spread of word of mouth, and characteristics and motives of the source and receiver of word of mouth, such as source expertise, and the strength of the social ties between sender and receiver (Brown & Reingen, 1987; Herr, et al., 1991). Studies focusing on the content and form of word of mouth are limited, and mainly examined the amount and valence of the product and service messages (Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; East, Hammond & Wright, 2007; Liu, 2006; Godes & Mayzlin, 2004). This dissertation demonstrated that in addition to the valence of the message, the language of a message is an important and helpful communication signal. This adds to previous work on word of mouth by providing a framework to categorize word of mouth based on the language abstraction of the product messages. With this framework one can gain knowledge on the sender of word of mouth, and determine the impact of the product message on receivers.

5.2.1 Effect of Senders’ Product Attitudes on Language Abstraction in Word of Mouth

The first empirical chapter of this dissertation examined consumer’s use of language abstraction in word of mouth, and which mechanism drives this behavior (Research Question 1). I hypothesized that the level of abstraction that people use to describe a product experience is influenced by their a-priori attitude about the product in the experience. A series of six experiments with a total of approximately 700 participants showed that product experiences that are congruent with consumers’ brand attitudes are communicated more abstractly than experiences that are incongruent with brand attitudes. More specifically, consumers used more abstract language to describe negative product experiences that involved a brand toward which they hold an unfavorable brand attitude compared to a favorable attitude. Positive product experiences were communicated more concretely by consumers with an unfavorable compared to favorable product attitude.
A mixture of manipulations for the independent and dependent variables, and a wide range of product categories (ranging from durables to fast moving consumer goods) demonstrated the robustness of the systematic variation of language abstraction during word of mouth. For example, Studies 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrated this effect by manipulating brand attitudes with short descriptions, but participants’ a priori opinions towards existing brands were used in Studies 2.1, 2.4 and 2.5. Moreover, the systematic variations in language abstraction were found when product experiences were generated by showing film clips of a student using a product (Studies 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4), but also when participants tested a product themselves (Study 2.1). Furthermore, this effect operates not only when consumers rated or chose from pre-defined statements (Studies 2.2 and 2.6), but also when they described product experiences in their own words (Study 2.5).

The approach of this dissertation diverges from previous research because it examines the systematic variation in language abstraction during object related communication. Where previous studies only focused on language abstraction in the descriptions of human behavior, I sought to establish that people also systematically vary language abstraction in communication about non-animate objects, products in this case. Additional determinants of language abstraction in word of mouth which could be interesting for future research include the strength with which a product opinion is held, and the sender’s expertise and involvement with the product category. When a novice describes a product experience, this person may use more concrete language. A novice only has little experience with the product, and concreteness describes the experience as situationally dependent. This way, the novice may avoid making claims about which he lacks the knowledge. Similarly, scoring high on product involvement and expertise should make it easier for consumers to generalize experiences to the product level, which should lead to an increase of the sender’s use of abstract language.

A second important contribution of Chapter 2 is that it dealt with a criticism of previous research on language abstraction, which lies in the inherent relationship between the abstractness of a description and its valence. The valence of a product message could be argued as an alternative hypothesis for systematic variations in the use of language abstraction. Although the role of valence has been addressed in some previous work on language abstraction (Douglas & Sutton, 2003, 2006), empirical evidence had not been conclusive. The valence-abstractness relationship seems to be an important issue to consider when studying language abstraction (e.g., when...
creating stimulus material). Many of the studies in Chapter 2 consistently show that
the effect of product attitudes and experiences on language abstraction was not
mediated by differences in the valence of the descriptions (e.g., Studies 2.1 and 2.5).
More importantly, by experimentally manipulating the correlation between the
abstraction and valence of descriptions, Study 2.2 conclusively demonstrates that the
variation in language abstraction is not driven by differences in valence between
concrete and abstract language.

The third goal of Chapter 2 was to explore the driving mechanism of
systematic language use in word of mouth. Although this linguistic phenomenon itself
is well established (Maass, et al., 1989, 1995, 1996; Sekaquaptewa et al., 2003; Webster,
Kruglanski, & Dwight, 1997), relatively little was known about the exact processes that
underlies this systematic language use. Study 2.6 showed how systematic variations of
language abstraction in word of mouth are driven by the fact that experiences which
are in line with one’s product attitude are more likely to be attributed to the product
and not to the specific user or usage situation. This inference process mediated the
interaction effect of expectation and product attitude on language abstraction, and I
claim that this mechanism is the main driver of the systematic use of language
abstraction.

5.2.2 Language Variation in Sender-Receiver Dyad

The language that consumers use in word of mouth need not only be driven by
consumers’ a priori product attitudes, but could also be affected by other elements in a
sender-receiver dyad, as is shown in Chapter 3. This section of the dissertation showed
the sender’s adaptive use of language abstraction triggered by elements in a sender-
receiver dyad (Research Question 2). Main elements in this dyad are the receiver (and
his characteristics) to whom one communicates and the goal with which one
communicates (Grice, 1975; Higgins, 1981; Schwarz, 1994). In extension to previous
studies on strategic use of language abstraction, I focused on the effect of
communication goals aimed at receivers on the use of language abstraction in word of
mouth. In previous studies (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Wenneker, et al., 2005) the
communication goal commonly focused the attention of participants at the levels of
language abstraction. In the studies of this chapter, the communication served a more
abstract goal, aimed at the product attitude of the receiver: the participants varied
language abstraction to attend to the *actual* product attitude of the receiver, or to attain a *desired* attitude of the receiver.

Since the ability to tailor one’s product messages is one of the reasons why word of mouth is such a powerful medium (Herr, Kardes & Kim, 1991), consumers who engage in word of mouth should adapt their use of language abstraction to characteristics of their audience. Chapter 3 demonstrated that communicators use more abstract language when they describe an experience that is congruent (rather than incongruent) with the receiver’s product attitude. More specifically, a positive product experience is described more concretely to a receiver with an unfavorable (vs. favorable) product attitude, while a negative experience is described more abstractly to a receiver with an unfavorable (vs. favorable) attitude. A phenomenon I labeled the *Receiver Induced Systematic Language Abstraction*. An interesting avenue for future research could be the strength of the relationship between sender and receiver. For instance, in a weak tie relationship one might avoid using very abstract product claims, since one may be unfamiliar with the product attitude of the receiver.

Chapter 3 also focused on the effects of consumers’ communication goals on their use of language abstraction. I argued that consumers may modify their use of linguistic abstraction to guide the thoughts and feelings of the receiver and create a desired reality. Language can be used to direct the attention of the audience to a particular facet of reality: higher levels of abstraction emphasize the general qualities of the product. Accordingly, Study 3.2 found that consumers who have the goal of persuading others of the high quality of a product use more abstract language for positive product experiences, while negative information was described more concretely. Even though persuasion is an important goal in marketing and word of mouth, the effects of other communication goals on language abstraction could be considered in follow-up studies. For instance, a goal to self protect may be best served by concrete language, while a self enhancement goal may activate more abstractness.

In sum, the obtained linguistic patterns in Chapter 2 and 3 of this dissertation extended scientific literature on language abstraction by demonstrating the effects on the main elements in a word-of-mouth communication situation, such as the attitude and communication goals of the sender and the attitude of a receiver. It remains to be seen how these variables will interact. For instance, how abstractly will a consumer with a favorable product attitude communicate a positive product message to a consumer with an unfavorable product attitude? And would a consumer use more concrete or abstract language when one is trying to persuade a receiver with an
unfavorable product attitude of a favorable viewpoint? I argue that this depends on the particular communication context. Sometimes consumers will reason from their own perspective (Kruger, Epley, Parker, & Ng, 2005; Ross & Sicoly, 1979), and let their product attitude or communication objective control their choice of words. Then, the bias of language abstraction towards the attitude of the receiver might be weaker than the bias towards the attitude of the sender. At other times, the effect of the attitude of the receiver on the language use of the sender outweighs the effects of a sender’s personal product opinion, for example, when a receiver has more power or the receiver’s evaluation of the sender is of main importance.

5.2.3 Effects of Language Abstraction on Receivers

The results of Chapter 3 suggest that consumers may be implicitly aware of the effects of language abstraction on an audience. Chapter 4 examined the actual effects of language abstraction on consumers receiving word of mouth. This chapter probably forms the most important contribution of the current dissertation, because it is a large scientific extension on previous research on language abstraction and highly relevant for marketing. I started off from a two sided hypothesis since both abstract as well as concrete word of mouth could have been more persuasive. On the one hand, abstract language might be more influential, because an abstract description frames product information as a stable quality of the product, dispositional rather than situational dependent (Semin & Fiedler, 1988). On the other hand, abstract descriptions are more open to dispute and less verifiable, while concrete descriptions are often more vivid, and vividness has been shown to have a persuasive effect (Kim, Kardes, & Herr, 1991; Kisielius & Sternthal, 1984). Chapter 4 revealed in which communication situation concrete or abstract language is more convincing, and holds three mayor findings.

First, extending previous empirical work (e.g., Douglas & Sutton, 2006, 2010; Reitsma-Van Rooijen, Semin, & Van Leeuwen, 2006) receivers have been shown to distill information about a sender from the language abstraction of a product message. It is important to stress that inferring a sender’s product attitude from a word-of-mouth message is a complicated task in which several communication motives could affect the content and the form of a product message (Sundaram, et al., 1998). Receivers are aware of these possible factors to which they can attribute the use of concrete or abstract language in word of mouth. However, in spite of this, Study 4.1 found that abstract negative word of mouth led receivers to infer that the sender had a
less favorable product attitude, and from abstract positive word of mouth receivers inferred that the sender of word of mouth had a more favorable product attitude. This means that abstract language seems to suggest more strong or outspoken opinions.

The second contribution of this chapter is an enhanced understanding of the effects of language abstraction on the receivers’ behavioral intentions. To my understanding, this dissertation provides the first evidence of an effect of language abstraction on receivers’ opinions about the described object and behavioral intention towards it. In previous research on language abstraction, there has been only limited attention for the effects of language abstraction on receivers. Studies 4.2 and 4.3 revealed how language abstraction moderates the effect of word of mouth on receivers. A positive recommendation framed abstractly is shown to cause a higher purchase intention than the same message framed concretely, while negative word of mouth described concretely incited a higher purchase intention than an abstract version. These findings are exciting, because they introduce language abstraction as a moderator of the persuasive impact of word of mouth (and answer Research Question 3). The effects have also been shown to remain significant after correcting for the influence of differences in valence between concrete and abstract descriptions. This thus excluded valence as a mediator for the effect of language abstraction on the receiver. Additionally, these results have clear implications for the formulation of persuasive messages, which will be described in paragraph 5.4.

The third main contribution is demonstrating how mindset moderates the persuasiveness of language abstraction. More specifically, when a receiver was in a process focus (i.e., thinks of using a product) a concretely framed product message was shown to be more persuasive compared to an abstractly framed message. Conversely, when a receiver was in an outcome focus (i.e., contemplates the end results one will gain from using a product) an abstract message had a stronger impact on receiver’s product attitude and buying intention than a concrete version. This means that abstract positive word of mouth is not always more persuasive, but the impact of the abstractness of language depends on specific elements in the communication situation, such as the receiver’s mindset.

How can this understanding of language abstraction and consumers mindset be used to maximize the impact of one’s message? Overall, consumers can look at and think about products and services in both a process and an outcome mindset. Some products and services, however, may automatically provoke a process or outcome mindset. For instance, insurances are more likely to trigger an outcome mindset:
'preventing having to pay a large sum of money when something goes wrong'. Only the end goal is essential, the process is less interesting. In these cases, one is well advised to fit the language abstractness of a message to the mental focus that their product activates (e.g., abstract language in case of the insurance company). However, most products can probably be considered in both mindsets. People can consider taking vitamin pills (e.g., which ones, when, how) or consider the improvement in one’s health as an end result of taking vitamin pills. Therefore, the specific communication situation is of main importance; one should match the abstractness with the receivers needs. A company’s marketing communication can also activate a process or outcome focus. For instance, messages communicating higher end values and benefits are more likely to activate an outcome focus, so that an abstract product description will maximize the persuasiveness of such messages.

There are also other moderators in the persuasiveness of language abstraction that could be considered interesting, such as the strength of the product attitude of a receiver and the receiver’s cognitive capacity. This dissertation focused on receivers who have no prior opinion about the products under discussion (i.e., new brand users). However, consumers frequently have an opinion about a product (e.g., other brand loyals; Rossiter & Bellman, 2005), which may be based on advertising, direct experience, or previous word of mouth. An existing opinion about a product could influence to what extend new information about this product is considered. When word of mouth is in line with the receiver’s product attitude, then the effects of language abstraction may be enhanced. For example, a more abstract version of a positive message stresses the generalizability of the information that a receiver with a positive product opinion agrees with. In this case, an abstract message is probably more persuasive than a concrete version.

The predictions for the impact of linguistic abstractness of a product message which is inconsistent with a receiver’s product opinion are less clear-cut. On the one hand, one could argue that people avoid, ignore or pay less attention to information that is incompatible with their existing attitude than to information that matches their attitudes (Selective Exposure Hypothesis: Frey, 1986; Festinger, 1964). Additionally, preference-inconsistent information is seen as less valid (Ditto et al., 1998; Ditto & Lopez, 1992), and is counter argued more (Jain & Maheswaran, 2000). Consequently, consumers may not be open to receiving word of mouth which counters their current product attitude (Ahluwalia, 2000), and subtle differences in the framing of preference-inconsistent information, such as the language abstraction, may therefore
have little effect. On the other hand, one could argue that a concrete description is an objective and verifiable way to share information free from any subjective interpretation. This makes a concrete description less likely to be counter argued by receivers than an abstract description. Thus, when information counters a receiver’s attitude, then a concrete message may be accepted more easily, and activate less disagreement than an abstract message. Accordingly, one could conclude that preference inconsistent information ought to be presented concretely. Further studies should reveal the effect of a receiver’s product attitude on the persuasiveness of language abstraction.

Future research should also examine whether the findings of this dissertation in consumer-to-consumer communication can be generalized to advertising messages and PR in which a marketer communicates to a consumer. I assume that my findings will hold in many business-to-consumer communication situations, but they probably cannot straightforwardly be generalized to all business-to-consumer communication (advertising). A main element in the effectiveness of word of mouth is the trustworthiness of the source, and I propose that this variable plays a central role in my work. When the trustworthiness of the source is dubious, as in a persuasion situation with a sales person who may have an ulterior persuasion motive, the abstractness of a message may interact with consumer’s persuasion knowledge. Persuasion knowledge refers to consumers’ assumptions and beliefs about persuasion and marketers’ motives, strategies, and tactics (Campbell, 1999; Campbell & Kirmani, 2000, 2008; Friestad & Wright, 1994). This includes the effectiveness and appropriateness of marketer’s persuasion tactics, and coping strategies for these persuasion attempts. Basically, consumers use persuasion knowledge to identify if someone is attempting to influence them.

How may the impact of language abstraction depend on persuasion knowledge? I propose that when persuasion knowledge is activated through an environmental cue, such as a source of a message having an ulterior persuasion motive, then abstract language will not lead to a more favorable attitude than concrete language. For instance, when a sales person communicates a more abstract referral about a product to a customer, than the implications of the abstractness can cause the customer to infer that the sales person is trying to influence them. Overall, an abstract referral frames the information as a general and stable quality of the product (Semin & Fiedler, 1988). So, when positive brand information is described abstractly, it suggests that the overall brand is positive. The customer might judge the sales person as more
manipulative and deceitful when this person communicates an interpretation of the situation. A more concrete description, on the other hand, is a more situational description which is highly verifiable, and therefore a customer might not see the sales person as dishonest. Thus, I argue that persuasion knowledge may moderate the effect of language abstraction on consumer’s product attitude. More specifically, when environmental cues indicate a persuasion motive then a positive product referral framed abstractly may incite a lower product attitude than a concrete description. Future research should explore how language abstraction interacts with source trustworthiness, and what the effect of language abstraction is on persuasion knowledge and consumer behavior.

One may argue that there are several similarities between language abstraction and construal level, and therefore I would like to take a page to draw attention to the similarities and distinction between both constructs. Construal level theory suggests that people use concrete low-level construals for near events, and abstract high level construals for distant events (Liberman & Trope, 1998; Trope, Liberman, & Wakslak, 2007). Low-level construals are contextualized representations, rich in detail and relatively unstructured, linked to the subordinate purpose of the ‘how’ of the activity (i.e., writing down things), whereas high-level construals are decontextualized and schematic, and linked to the super ordinate means, the ‘why’ of the activity (i.e., getting organized; Vallacher & Wegner, 1989). Several researchers examined construal levels in marketing research (Hamilton & Thompson, 2007; Lee, Keller & Sternthal, 2010; Zhao, Hoeffler & Zauberman, 2007), and showed for instance that abstract ‘why’-laden messages are highly persuasive when a voter’s decision is temporally distant, while concrete ‘how’ appeals are more persuasive with an imminent decision (Kim, Rao, & Lee, 2007).

Construal level theory and language abstraction of the linguistic category model can be matched. Using more abstract language can be a method to communicate a high level construal, since abstract language stresses the stability and generalizability of the information. Conversely, concrete language can be used to share a low-level construal, which specifically describes the detailed steps of an event. However, low and high construal can also be described in the same level of language abstraction. For example, the construal level examples (low: ‘writing down things’ vs. high: ‘getting organized’) would both be rated as concrete messages according to the linguistic category model, because ‘writing’ and ‘getting’ are both Action Verbs. Hence, where research on construal level focused on more concrete and abstract
actions and examined concrete- and abstractness in its broad meaning, language abstraction according to the linguistic category model focuses on the specific way a message is communicated (i.e., with which words). Language abstraction evolves around *speaking* more concrete or abstractly, not solely about *meaning* something more concrete or abstractly. Future research could examine if the effects found with construal level can also be established with language abstraction, such as the relationship with regulatory focus (Lee, Keller, & Sternthal, 2010) and temporal distance (Kim, Rao, & Lee, 2008).

Conclusively, this dissertation is the first to apply the linguistic category model outside the context of (inter)personal behavior, and demonstrated the impact of language abstraction on consumers. Chapter 2 demonstrated systematic variations in the sender’s use of language abstraction in word of mouth, it showed the underlying mechanism and excluded an important alternative explanation for the phenomenon. Chapter 3 examined the impact of the sender-receivers dyad, particularly the impact of the product attitude of the receiver and the desired product attitude of the receiver on the senders’ use of language abstraction. I completed the communication cycle from sender to receiver in Chapter 4, which demonstrated how language abstractness affects receivers of a word-of-mouth message.

### 5.3 Research Limitations

A first limitation of this dissertation pertains to the number of levels of the linguistic category model. Most of the studies of this dissertation used the four levels of the linguistic category model of Semin and Fiedler (1988). Since the introduction of the linguistic category model, both Semin (1994) and Carnaghi and colleagues (2008) suggested to add an extra level to the four level model. Semin (1994) initiated the ‘State Action Verb’, a level in between the IAV (level 2) and the SV (level 3), which is an unspecified action by the sentence subject which leads to state in the sentence object (e.g., ‘you amaze me’). However, these types of verbs do not differ significantly in abstraction level from IAVs (Semin & Fiedler, 1991), and according to Semin’s manual, this extra level is very rare in the Dutch language. So, there was no strong need for us to study this level. The extra level of Carnaghi, et al. (2008) was a fifth level, labeled ‘Nouns’, above the highest level of the standard model (Adj). In the manual of the traditional four level model, nouns were included in the Adjectives level. At the highest level of language abstraction in the studies of this dissertation adjectives are...
mainly varied between the positive and negative experiences. In concurrence with Carnaghi’s findings, an addition of a fifth level of nouns to my studies would probably enhance the power of the effects. In nearly all publications on language abstraction the four levels of the traditional linguistic category model are used. Since there were no theoretical reasons to deviate from the four level model, I decided to stick to the standard four level model. I also do not predict theoretical differences in my findings from the inclusion of another level of language abstraction.

A second limitation is related to the method applied. All of the studies of this dissertation are lab experiments. This allowed me to gain insight in the processes underlying the use of language abstraction, and the effects of variations in language abstraction on receivers. Uncovering this knowledge would have been nearly impossible with other research methods. To demonstrate the robustness and to expand the external validity of my findings, several manipulations for the independent variables and different dependent variables were employed. For instance, next to measuring the effects on language use by pre-determined descriptions (e.g., Study 2.1 and 2.2), the language abstraction of open responses was coded in Study 2.5. Additionally, there were several measures to assess the effects of language abstraction on receivers, such as the inferred product attitude of the sender, and product evaluation and buying intention of the receiver (e.g., Study 4.2 and 4.3). Notwithstanding, field data could improve the ecological validity of my findings. An interesting domain for studying language abstraction may be online word-of-mouth (a.k.a. word of mouse), such as product-related blogs or customer reviews. The linguistic pattern that was established in this dissertation is expected to also appear in natural settings. Research on language abstraction in online word of mouth should extend existing work, which has focused mainly on valence and frequency of conversations (e.g., Godes & Mayzlin, 2004; Liu, 2006). For instance, one could analyze the language abstraction of positive and negative online reviews and compare the language use to star ratings. One would expect the highest amount of stars to correspond to the positive reviews framed abstractly, and the lowest amount to negative reviews framed abstractly, while concrete reviews would fall in between these two.

A related limitation is the lack of actual word-of-mouth conversations in the studies of this dissertation. In my research all the elements of a word-of-mouth referral are studied in separate experiments. For instance, participants tested a product in Study 2.1, they described a product experience in their own words in Study 2.5, and
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heard a receiver’s voice uttering his/her product opinion on an audio recording in Study 3.1. Nevertheless, situations in which two consumers were actually talking to each other were not examined. I speculate, however, that in the abundance of evidence provided for systematic language use in word of mouth, studying an actual conversation would yield similar results.

5.4 Practical Implications

How can this thesis help marketers in dealing with word of mouth? And what does this thesis on language abstraction in word of mouth suggest for language use in marketing communication?

Beyond the theoretical significance of language use in word of mouth, the findings of this dissertation have important practical implications. Since word of mouth has a strong effect on sales, it is interesting to know what the possibilities are to affect these consumer conversations. I offer language abstraction as a tool to understand and influence the word of mouth about one’s product, and suggest how marketers should employ language abstraction in their communication activities. I will describe a company’s role from a more passive observer to an active mediator of word of mouth (Godes et al., 2005), and suggest various implications for marketing communication.

5.4.1 Practical Implications for Word of Mouth Marketing

To passively learn from word of mouth, marketers could analyze the language abstraction that consumers use in product messages, such as reviews and blogs, to help assess the underlying attitude of the author. Variations in language abstraction among senders could be used to determine the extent to which a product experience was congruent of incongruent with a consumer’s expectations. For example, if an unfavorable review is written in concrete (rather than abstract) language, one could infer that the writer is generally positive about the brand or product. Thus, when customer service agents or webcare teams encounter a complaint about the company’s service concretely, this person is well advised to pull out all the stops to make this happy customer again, because there is a high chance of success. However, complaints phrased in abstract terms could be an indication of an a priori negative service opinion. This means that it may be harder to compensate or please this customer, and
one could expect less chance of success. This knowledge can be used to allocate time and energy of customer service agents.

Next to a natural tendency to vary language abstraction for product information based on one’s product attitude, consumers can also choose to strategically use language abstraction to communicate product experiences. If a consumer wants to express a moderate positive product evaluation, one better use concrete language for positive product information. While an extremely positive product attitude is more likely to be picked up by receivers when one communicates this favorable information abstractly. In broader terms, communicators could use language abstraction to enhance an audience’s understanding of the message beyond its content. This knowledge about language abstraction could also be interesting, for example, to politicians.

For a more active role in managing the word of mouth about one’s product, this research also provides some suggestions. The first question would be: ‘how do I want consumers to talk about my product?’ This dissertation claims that companies should most of the times prefer consumers to use abstract language when formulating favorable product messages, and concrete language when communicating unfavorable product information. However, the preferred level of language abstraction also depends on the specific communication situation. Additional information about receivers can be used to employ language abstraction in one’s advantage, a matter which will be more elaborately discussed in paragraph 5.4.2 practical implications of marketing communication.

The related second question is ‘how do I get consumers to talk about my product with the desired language abstractness?’ This dissertation has shown that a persuasion goal can affect the senders’ use of language abstraction. Marketers could also activate a certain communication objective in commercials or direct marketing, which can result in the desired word of mouth about one’s product. For example, one could reward one’s customers recommendation to others (e.g., with gifts or discounts; Biyalogorsky, Gerstner, & Libai, 2001; Rye & Feick, 2007), to urge one’s customers with a positive brand attitude share their positive experiences with others, which they will then do framed abstractly. In doing so, you are boosting the natural tendency of language abstraction during word of mouth.

Another possible technique to attain the preferred level of abstraction in word of mouth is to induce or prime the proper level of abstractness. Regulatory focus (Lee, Keller, & Sternthal, 2010), affective feelings (Beukeboom & Semin, 2006) and
proprioceptive cues (i.e., bodily feelings; Beukeboom & De Jong, 2008) have been shown to give rise to language abstractness. Moreover, exposure to concrete terms could lead to the use of more concrete language, while more abstract language can trigger the use of more abstractness (Stapel & Semin, 2007). Thus, marketers can try to facilitate consumers to spread word of mouth about their brand at the desired level of language abstraction.

5.4.2 Practical Implications for Marketing Communication

This dissertation focused on language abstraction in consumer-to-consumer communication. An interesting possibility is to expand these findings to a market level. This section holds several recommendations on the use of language abstraction in marketing communication. I propose that the findings of this dissertation will hold in many business-to-consumer communication situations. Previously, it was explained that effectiveness of language abstraction partly depends on the activation of persuasion knowledge. Not all business-to-consumer communication situations activate persuasion knowledge (Campbell & Kirmani, 2000). For instance, persuasion knowledge will not be activated when ulterior motives are less accessible or when consumers are cognitively constrained. The basic findings of this thesis suggest that in order to paint a positive picture of a brand or product, companies have most to gain from framing favorable product messages in PR and advertisements abstractly, and presenting unfavorable product information concretely. For instance, Toyota is well advised to communicate product recall and malfunctioning car parts in a concrete form.

Furthermore, when deliberating the language abstraction of marketing communication, marketers should take the specific target audience to whom they are communicating into consideration. A broad distinction in customer target groups is brand loyals, other brand loyals/switchers and new category users (Rossiter & Bellman, 2005). Brand loyals represent a company’s core of sales, the most frequent buyers of their products, and other brand loyal/switchers are the people who buy products of the company’s competitors. How should a company employ language abstraction in communication to their brand loyals? And what are the differences in linguistic abstractness of messages to one’s brand loyals and other brand loyals? Or what to say in one’s communication to new brand users compared to other brand loyals? Since this dissertation examined the effects of language abstraction on receivers
who have no prior product opinion, it can be assumed that in marketing communication to new brand users the findings will hold. That is, to attain a positive product evaluation positive messages about one’s brand or company should be framed abstractly and negative messages framed concretely. When one can distinguish the objective of a new brand user, then one could even adjust the abstractness of one’s positive message to this (i.e., concrete messages for receivers in a process focus and an abstract message to the ones in an outcome focus). This can also be linked to advertising focused on product usage or on end goals. More specifically, advertising which is focused at using a product is best served with concrete language, while advertising focused at the outcome of using a product is probably most persuasive when framed abstractly.

Moreover, in line with my reasoning in paragraph 5.2.3, I propose that the findings of this dissertation will also hold for communication to one’s brand loyals. Thus, messages which are compatible with a receiver’s product attitude should be described abstractly, and incompatible messages concretely. Even more so, I expect the persuasiveness of language abstraction to be stronger for brand loyals than new category users, since the abstractness stresses the congruence between the product information and their product attitude (cf. Rubini & Sigall, 2002).

In communication to other brand loyals and other brand switchers I advise caution in the use of language abstractness. As previously explained (paragraph 5.4), the effectiveness of language abstraction of information that is incompatible with receivers product opinion remains uncertain. For instance, when a company communicates positive information about their brand to an other brand loyal, will a concrete message activate a more positive brand opinion than an abstractly framed message? Or will there be no effect of language abstraction in this particular situation? I recommend describing positive information about one’s company or brand to consumers with a negative product attitude concretely, because concrete information will activate less resistance and dispute. Unfavorable company information should also be described concretely, to suggest that the information is situational dependent and should not be seen as a stable characteristic of the product.

Conclusively, this means that negative company, brand and product information should always be described concretely, independent of the target audience. With positive information it depends on the particular communication context: in general positive product messages should be framed abstractly to new brand users and brand loyals, and concretely to other brand loyals and other brand
switchers. However, when product use is central for a new brand user (process focus), then a concretely framed message could be more persuasive than an abstract version.

5.5 Conclusion

Word of mouth, an intriguing phenomenon. The rewards of good word-of-mouth marketing can be gigantic and excel those of other marketing approaches. This fascination has led to a lot of research, and I have yet to meet a marketing researcher who did not consider word of mouth interesting. The phenomenon is however also undeniably complex and challenging to study. A starting point to understand and manage word of mouth is to comprehend what is being communicated about products and services, and how this is said. I offered a framework to classify the language of word of mouth, which informs us what consumers’ product attitudes may be, how they are likely to pass on messages, and what impact those messages may have. It is one way to gain insight into consumer minds and to determine the impact of word of mouth on receivers. This knowledge can help to improve companies’ service and to manage word-of-mouth marketing. Additionally, I also hope that my linguistic approach will inspire others to consider language use in future research on word of mouth and in consumer behavior in general.
Appendix

Appendix A. Statements used in Chapter 2

The product descriptions according to the four levels of the linguistic category model are described in increasing order (from concrete to abstract: descriptive action verb, interpretive action verb, state verb, and adjective). The descriptions of the negative experiences are presented within the brackets.

Statements used in Study 2.3

Communication network
Sofie calls [cannot call] on the IDEO network
Sofie communicates [cannot communicate] on the IDEO network
Sofie is [dis]pleased with the IDEO network
The IDEO network has good [poor] coverage

T-shirt
The Evic T-shirt is pink [turned pale]
The Evic T-shirt remained the same [changed color]
The Evic T-shirt pleases [does not please] Sofie
The Evic T-shirt is of good [low] quality

MP3 player
The Trevor plays an MP3 file
The Trevor MP3 player works [not] well
The Trevor MP3 player [dis]pleases Sofie
The Trevor MP3 player is [not] a good product

Yoghurt
Sofie tastes [did not taste] the Fresco yogurt
Sofie consumes [did not consume] the Fresco yogurt
Sofie likes [did not like] the Fresco yogurt
Fresco yogurt is [not] tasty
Appendix

Statements used in Study 2.6

Dish washer

Sofie takes the glasses out of the Tripal dish washer
Sofie discovers that the glasses have become clean [remained dirty] in the Tripal dish washer
Sofie is [dis]pleased with the Tripal dish washer
The Tripal is a good [bad] dish washer
Appendix B. Statements used in Chapter 3

The product descriptions according to the four levels of the linguistic category model are described in increasing order (from concrete to abstract: descriptive action verb, interpretive action verb, state verb, and adjective). The descriptions of the negative experiences are presented within the brackets.

Statements used in Study 3.1

Communication network

Sofie calls [cannot call] on the IDEO network
Sofie communicates [cannot communicate] on the IEDO network
Sofie is [dis]pleased with the IDEO network
The IDEO network has good [poor] coverage

Yoghurt

Sofie tastes [did not taste] the Fresco yogurt
Sofie consumes [did not consume] the Fresco yogurt
Sofie likes [did not like] the Fresco yogurt
Fresco yogurt is [not] tasty

Statements used in Study 3.2

Communication network

Sofie calls [cannot call] on the IDEO network
Sofie communicates [cannot communicate] on the IEDO network
Sofie is [dis]pleased with the IDEO network
The IDEO network has good [poor] coverage

Dish washer

Sofie takes the glasses out of the Tripal dish washer
Sofie discovers that the glasses have become clean [remained dirty] in the Tripal dish washer
Sofie is [dis]pleased with the Tripal dish washer
The Tripal is a good [bad] dish washer
Appendix C. Statements used in Chapter 4

The product descriptions according to the four levels of the linguistic category model are described in increasing order (from concrete to abstract: descriptive action verb, interpretive action verb, state verb, and adjective). The descriptions of the negative experiences are presented within the brackets.

Statements used in Study 4.1

Perceived language abstraction of positive statements (pretest) are presented within the brackets at the end of each statement.

Razor blade

- I shave with Shaft razor blades [the Shaft razor blades do not glide well] (2.44)
- I use Shaft razor blades [the Shaft razor blades do not function well] (2.80)
- I [do not] like Shaft razor blades (5.07)
- Shaft [does not have] has nice razorblades (5.74)

Dessert

- I [merely] tasted the Moccalicious dessert (2.75)
- I finished [did not finish] the Moccalicious dessert (3.34)
- I liked [did not like] the Moccalicious dessert (4.64)
- The Moccalicious dessert is [not] tasty (5.18)

Computer

- My Japca computer runs [does not run] my software programs [well] (2.19)
- My Japca computer functions [does not function] well (3.51)
- My Japca computer pleases [does not please] me (5.05)
- My Japca computer is of high [mediocre] quality (5.13)

Car

- A Katasca car does [not] rust (2.23)
- A Katasca car lasts [does not last] long (3.65)
- I consider a Katasca car to be [un]reliable (4.75)
- A Katasca car is a high [low] quality car (5.60)
Statements used in Study 4.2

Perceived language abstraction of positive statements (pretest) are presented within the brackets at the end of each statement.

Mortgage broker

‘An acquaintance is about to acquire a property and consulted the mortgage broker Snyder. He shares his experience with this broker with you.’

Mortgage broker Snyder told [did not tell] me which mortgage is the best (2.75)
Mortgage broker Snyder helped [did not help] me with finding the best mortgage (3.43)
I am [not] satisfied with mortgage broker Snyder (5.05)
Snyder is a reliable [an unreliable] mortgage broker (5.55)

TV program

‘Somebody shares his opinion about the TV series ‘PS’ with you.’

I watched [did not watch] the TV soap ‘PS’ (2.48)
I have been following [did not follow] the TV soap ‘PS’ (3.20)
I thought the TV soap ‘PS’ was [not] exciting (4.57)
‘PS’ was [not] an exciting TV soap (6.02)

Club

‘A classmate went to club Jack in the city centre of [X] last weekend. She shares her experience with you.’

I danced [did not dance] in club Jack (1.77)
I stayed [did not stay] in club Jack (2.91)
I had [did not have] a good time in club Jack (4.82)
Jack is [not] a nice club (5.84)

Detergent

‘You are in the supermarket for detergent and run into an acquaintance who shares the following about Twist detergent.’

I wash [do not wash] my dishes with Twist detergent [anymore] (2.25)
I [do not] use Twist detergent (3.20)
I am [not] satisfied with Twist detergent (4.82)
Twist is [not] a fine detergent (5.91)
Instructions for Outcome and Process Mindset used in Study 4.4

Outcome mindset
‘Imagine the end result after mowing the grass: the advantages of a trimmed lawn and how it feels when your lawn looks perfect after mowing it. Thus, think about the end result and how it feels after mowing the grass.’

Process mindset
‘Imagine yourself mowing the lawn: walking on the grass, smelling the freshly mowed grass, and plan how you would cut it. Imagine doing this every two weeks at summertime. Thus, think about using the lawnmower and how it feels to use this mower.’
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Executive Summary

This dissertation highlights the importance of understanding how consumers frame product messages, and what impact their language has on receivers of word of mouth. A main property of language is its abstractness, and language abstraction is a valuable and useful communication signal which can be used by communicators to optimize their interactions (Semin & Fiedler, 1988; Semin, 2000). Research in social psychology found a systematic pattern in the use of language abstraction in interpersonal communication (Maass, Salvi, Arcuri, & Semin, 1989; Wigboldus, Spears, & Semin, 2000). This dissertation not only examined how consumers vary language abstractness in word of mouth, but also how language abstraction affects the receiver of a message.

The present dissertation is the first to examine language abstraction outside the interpersonal domain and to evaluate language use in descriptions of products. Chapter 2 reveals that product experiences that are congruent with the product attitude of the sender are communicated more abstractly, than attitude incongruent experiences. Chapter 3 shows that senders use language abstraction adaptively by adjusting to a communication situation, such as to the goal of the communication or to the characteristics of the receiver of the message. Chapter 4 demonstrates that language abstraction can have an impact on receivers. Receivers are shown to be able to infer a senders’ product attitude from the abstractness of a senders’ product message. Moreover, a positive recommendation framed abstractly is shown to induce a higher purchase intention than the same recommendation that is worded concretely. Whereas, negative word of mouth framed concretely has a less negative effect on the purchase intention than an abstract version. This process is also shown to be moderated by the mindset of the receiver. The valence of messages is excluded as a possible alternative explanation for the use of abstract versus concrete language, and for the impact of language abstraction on receivers.

This research is of interest to marketers for two reasons. First, these findings may help firms to interpret (online) word of mouth. By analyzing the language abstraction that is used in word of mouth, firms may determine the product attitude of consumers. Secondly, the effect of language abstraction on receivers can be of use to marketers who are seeking to manage and optimize word-of-mouth marketing (Ryu & Feick, 2007). Future research should examine whether the findings can be extended to marketing communication in general.
Summary (Dutch)

In het dagelijks leven praten mensen regelmatig over hun ervaringen met producten en diensten. Deze conversaties staan ook wel bekend als mond-tot-mond communicatie en zijn een belangrijke bron van informatie voor consumenten die op het punt staan een product aan te schaffen. Mond-tot-mond communicatie is een van de oudste methoden om informatie over diensten en producten te verspreiden en heeft sinds het invloedrijke werk van Katz and Lazarsfeld’s (1955) doorlopend aandacht gekregen van onderzoekers (Arndt, 1967; Brown & Reingen, 1987; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006; Frenzen & Nakamoto, 1993; Watts & Dodds, 2007).

Er zijn verschillende manieren waarop consumenten hun ervaringen en beoordelingen van producten en diensten met elkaar kunnen delen. Zo kan iemand een negatieve ervaring met een T-shirt dat na één keer wassen zijn kleur verliest, beschrijven als ‘mijn shirt is verkleurd’, maar deze persoon kan ook zeggen ‘mijn shirt is van slechte kwaliteit’. In het eerste geval geeft deze persoon een concrete beschrijving van de ervaring, terwijl hij in het laatste geval een abstracte verwoording gebruikt die de ervaring generaliseert naar een algemene indruk van de kwaliteit van het T-shirt. Dit proefschrift laat in een serie van experimenten zien wanneer en waarom consumenten concrete en abstracte taal gebruiken en hoe dit taalgebruik de ontvanger van de boodschap beïnvloedt.


Taalabstractie wordt volgens het linguïstisch categorieën model (Semin & Fiedler, 1988) ingedeeld in vier niveaus, welke lopen van concreet (descriptieve actie werkwoorden; DAV’s) via tussenliggende niveaus (interpretatieve actie werkwoorden: IAV’s en toestandswoorden; SV) naar abstract (adjectieven; Adj’s). Voorbeelden van

Eerder onderzoek in de sociale psychologie heeft aangetoond dat de taalabstractie die mensen gebruiken om menselijk gedrag te beschrijven, wordt beïnvloed door de mate waarin dit gedrag overeenkomt met de verwachtingen van de beschrijver (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Maass, Salvi, Arcuri, & Semin, 1989; Maass, Milesi, Zabbini, & Stahlberg, 1995; Von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997; Webster, Kruglanski, & Dwight 1997; Wigboldus, Spears, & Semin, 2000). Deze verwachtingen kunnen gebaseerd zijn op stereotypen over of groepslidmaatschap van de handelende persoon. Zo wordt van groepsgenoten verwacht dat ze positieve gedragingen vertonen en wordt van buitenstaanders (outgroupmembers) eerder ongewenst gedrag verwacht. Deze veronderstellingen worden verwoord in abstracte taal (‘onze groepsgenoot is behulpzaam’ en ‘onze tegenstander is agressief’). Daarentegen zijn ongewenste handelingen van groepsgenoten en positief gedrag van buitenstaanders onverwacht en worden deze meer concreet beschreven (‘onze groepsgenoot duwt iemand’ en ‘onze tegenstander geeft iemand een hand’). Dit stelselmatig gebruik van taalabstractie werd gelabeld als linguïstische verwachtingsvertekening (‘linguïstic expectancy bias’) en linguïstische tussengroepsvertekening (‘linguïstic intergroup bias’). Sociaal psychologisch onderzoek naar taalabstractie beperkt zich grotendeels tot communicatie over
(inter)persoonlijk gedrag, terwijl mensen ook frequent communiceren over objecten en producten (mond-tot-mond communicatie). In dit proefschrift wordt het gebruik van taalabstraction in mond-tot-mond communicatie en de effecten van de abstractheid van taal op ontvangers van product referenties bestudeerd om meer inzicht te krijgen in het fenomeen mond-tot-mond communicatie.

Effect van de Product Attitude van de Zender op Taalababstractie in Mond-tot-Mond Communicatie

Het eerste empirische hoofdstuk (hoofdstuk 2) laat zien op welke manier de taalababstractie van een productbeschrijving wordt bepaald door de mate waarin een productervaring in overeenstemming is met de productattitude (mening) van de spreker. In meerdere experimenten werden producten van een fictief of bestaand merk gebruikt of getest door een proefpersoon of zag de proefpersoon een andere consument dit product gebruiken (vertoond op video). Hierna werden de proefpersonen gevraagd de ervaring te beschrijven aan iemand anders. Hieruit bleek dat proefpersonen een positieve ervaring met een product (bv. gemakkelijk glad scheren met een nieuw scheermes) abstract beschreven wanneer zij vóór het gebruik van het product al een positieve attitude hadden over dit product. Met een positieve attitude worden positieve ervaringen gezien als typisch en representatief en abstract taalgebruik benadrukt dit. Wanneer proefpersonen een negatieve attitude hadden, beschreven zij een positieve ervaring echter concreet. Concreet taalgebruik helpt deze ervaring te omschrijven als een einmalige situatie, geïsoleerd van het merk in zijn geheel. Bovendien werd ook gevonden dat wanneer proefpersonen een negatieve attitude hadden over een product, zij een negatieve ervaring met een product abstract beschreven, terwijl zij dezelfde negatieve ervaring met een favoriet merk concreet omschreven. Consumenten beschrijven productervaringen dus verschillend, afhankelijk van hun eigen attitude over dit product, waarbij verwachtingscongruente productervaringen abstracter worden beschreven dan verwachtingsincongruente ervaringen. Een serie van 6 experimenten met circa 700 proefpersonen met verschillende manipulaties voor onafhankelijke en afhankelijke variabelen en een grote verscheidenheid aan productcategorieën (van diensten tot elektronica en ‘fast moving consumer goods’) dragen bij aan de robuustheid van mijn bevindingen over stelselmachtig gebruik van taalababstractie in mond-tot-mond communicatie.
Een tweede essentiële contributie van hoofdstuk 2 is de aanpak van een belangrijk kritiekpunt van eerder onderzoek naar taalabstractie, namelijk de inherente relatie tussen de taalabstractie van een beschrijving en de positiviteit of negativiteit van die beschrijving (‘valence’, hierna: valentie). Bijvoorbeeld, mijn T-shirt is van slechte kwaliteit’ kan gezien worden als een meer negatieve beschrijving dan ‘mijn T-shirt is verkleurd’. Dit proefschrift toonde aan dat de valentie van een boodschap niet verantwoordelijk is voor het stelselmatige gebruik van taalabstractie in mond-tot-mond communicatie, noch voor de effecten van taalabstractie op een ontvanger. Verscheidene experimenten van hoofdstuk 2 lieten consequent zien dat de valentie van productbeschrijvingen niet de effecten van productattitude en productervaring op gebruik van taalabstractie kunnen verklaren (bv. experimenten 2.1 en 2.5). Van groot belang is experiment 2.2 welke experimenteel de samenhang tussen de taalabstractie en de valentie van een beschrijving manipuleerde. Hierdoor werd het volledig duidelijk dat systematische variatie in taalabstractie niet gedreven werd door de valentie van concrete en abstracte taal.

Het derde doel van hoofdstuk 2 was het verkennen van het onderliggende mechanisme van stelselmatig gebruik van taalabstractie in mond-tot-mond communicatie. Hoewel linguïstische verwachtings- en tussengroepsvertekening algemeen erkende begrippen zijn (Maass, et al., 1989, 1995, 1996; Sekaquaptewa et al., 2003; Webster, Kruglanski, & Dwight, 1997), is er nog relatief weinig bekend over het exacte onderliggende mechanisme van deze fenomenen. Het laatste experiment van hoofdstuk 2 liet zien dat stelselmatig taalgebruik in mond-tot-mond communicatie wordt veroorzaakt doordat verwachtingscongruente productervaringen werden toegeschreven aan de intrinsieke eigenschappen van het merk en niet aan de situatie of de specifieke gebruiker. Bijvoorbeeld, met een positieve attitude over een merk wordt een positieve ervaring met dit merk gezien als veroorzaakt door de eigenschappen van het merk (attributie aan het merk). Daarentegen werden onverwachte productervaringen aan de gebruiker of situatie gewijd en niet aan het merk.

De bevindingen van hoofdstuk 2 kunnen gebruikt worden door marketeers om meer inzicht te krijgen in de mond-tot-mond communicatie van hun klanten. Tegenwoordig bestuderen veel bedrijven (voornamelijk online) mond-tot-mond communicatie en proberen ze te leren van deze informatiestrom dat beschikbaar is in blogs en (online) product reviews. Het onderscheiden van concreet en abstract taalgebruik zou verdieping kunnen aanbrengen in deze analyses en marketeers kunnen helpen om verder te gaan dan het registreren van de hoeveelheid en verdeling...
van positieve en negatieve reviews (bv. Godes & Mayzlin, 2004; Liu, 2006). Door het analyseren van de taalabstractie in de productbeschrijvingen van consumenten zouden marketeers (of onderzoekers in het algemeen) de onderliggende productattitude van de schrijver bloot kunnen leggen. Het kan hen helpen onderscheid te maken tussen consumenten die een negatieve ervaring als een eenmalig afzonderlijke gebeurtenis ervaren en consumenten die deze ervaring zien als een bevestiging van hun negatieve verwachtingen. Zo kan men uit een concreet beschreven ongunstige review afleiden dat de zender over het algemeen positief is over het product of merk. Klanten service medewerkers of webcare teams zouden in het bijzonder veel aandacht dienen te schenken aan klanten die in concrete taal klagen, omdat er bij deze klanten een grote kans is dat zij na een effectieve klachtenafhandeling wederom tevreden zijn.

**Variatie in Taalabstractie door Communicatiesituatie**

Eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat mensen zich niet bewust zijn van het niveau van taalabstractie waarop zij communiceren, noch zijn zij op de hoogte van de aanleiding voor een bepaald niveau van taalabstractie (Maass et al., 1995; Franco & Maass, 1996, 1999; Von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, & Vargas, 1997; Webster, Kruglanski, & Pattison, 1997). Desalniettemin laat een aantal studies zien dat taalabstractie strategisch gebruikt kan worden om bijvoorbeeld groepsgenoten te beschermen (Maass et al., 1996, 1998; Sekaquaptewa et al., 2003; Schmid & Fiedler, 1998), om cognitieve duidelijkheid (‘closure’) te bereiken (Webster, Kruglanski, & Pattison, 1997), of in reactie op communicatie instructies (Douglas & Sutton, 2003; Douglas, Sutton, & Wilkin, 2008; Semin, et al., 2005; Rubini & Sigall, 2002; Wenneker, et al., 2005).

Ter uitbreiding van dit onderzoek kijkt hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift naar de invloed van de communicatiesituatie op taalabstractie in mond-tot-mond communicatie. In dit hoofdstuk wordt beargumenteerd dat de taalabstractie die consumenten gebruiken in mond-tot-mond communicatie niet alleen afhankelijk is van de productattitudes van een zender, maar wellicht ook van belangrijke facetten in de communicatiesituatie: de ontvanger (en zijn kenmerken) en het doel waarmee iemand communiceert. Waar in eerder onderzoek naar de invloed van communicatiedoelen op taalabstractie de aandacht van de proefpersonen werd gericht op de taalabstractie van het stimulusmateriaal (bv. Douglas & Sutton, 2003), wordt in het huidige onderzoek gekeken naar de invloed van de *huidige* en *gewenste* productattitude van ontvangers op het gebruik van taalabstractie van de zender.
De mogelijkheid om een boodschap aan te passen aan de communicatiesituatie is een van de pijlers van mond-tot-mond communicatie. Daarom is het aannemelijk dat consumenten hun gebruik van taalabstractie kunnen aanpassen aan de karakteristieken van een ontvanger. Hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift toonde aan dat consumenten meer abstracte taal gebruikten voor informatie die congruent was met de productattitude van de ontvanger. Met andere woorden, een negatieve productervaring werd concreter verwoord tegen iemand met een positieve (vergelijk met een negatieve) productattitude, terwijl een positieve ervaring abstracter werd gecommuniceerd tegen iemand met een positieve (vergelijk met een negatieve) productattitude. Voor vervolgonderzoek is het interessant te kijken naar het effect van de relatie tussen zender en ontvanger op taalabstractie. Bijvoorbeeld, in communicatie binnen een zwakke relatie (‘weak tie’; Brown & Reingen, 1987; Van Hove & Lievens, 2009) zal men abstracte productclaims wellicht vermijden, omdat men niet op de hoogte is van de productattitude van de ontvanger.

Daarnaast zijn in hoofdstuk 3 de effecten getoetst van een communicatiedoel van de zender op het gebruik van taalabstractie. Consumenten zouden de abstractheid van taal kunnen gebruiken om de gedachten en gevoelens van ontvangers te beïnvloeden en de aandacht van ontvangers te richten op een bepaald facet van de realiteit: meer abstracte taal benadrukt de algemene en stabiele kwaliteiten van een product. In Hoofdstuk 3 werd gevonden dat consumenten die tot doel hadden een ontvanger te overtuigen van de hoge kwaliteit van een product, positieve productervaringen meer abstract beschreven en negatieve productervaringen meer concreet, dan wanneer zij dezelfde informatie beschreven zonder overtuigingsdoel. Hoewel iemand overtuigen een belangrijk en veelvoorkomend communicatiedoel is, zou vervolgonderzoek zich kunnen richten op effecten van andere communicatiedoelen. Bijvoorbeeld, het doel om jezelf positief te positioneren (‘self enhancement goal’) activeert waarschijnlijk meer abstracte taal in beschrijvingen van positief gedrag.

Deze bevindingen kunnen interessant zijn voor marketeers die de communicatie over hun product of merk willen beïnvloeden. Door het activeren van een communicatiedoel in reclame of direct marketing kan de wenselijke mond-tot-mond communicatie in het gewenste niveau van taalabstractie worden bereikt. Bijvoorbeeld, bedrijven zouden hun eigen klanten kunnen stimuleren aanbevelingen te doen aan andere consumenten (bv. met cadeautjes of korting; Biyalogorsky, Gerstner, & Libai, 2001; Rye & Feick, 2007). Omdat eigen klanten over het algemeen een
positieve productattitude hebben, zullen zij positieve ervaringen abstract communiceren. Een andere mogelijkheid om het gewenste niveau van taalabstractie in mond-tot-mond communicatie te verkrijgen is door concreet dan wel abstract taalgebruik te activeren of stimuleren (Stapel & Semin, 2007).

**Effecten van Taalabstractie op Ontvangers**

Eerder onderzoek naar taalabstractie was voornamelijk gericht op de factoren die het taalgedrag van zenders beïnvloeden. Veel minder was er bekend over de invloed van taalabstractie op ontvangers. In dit proefschrift wordt taalabstractie verondersteld als een communicatiesignaal. Voorbijgaand aan de inhoud en de valentie (positief-negatief) van een boodschap zouden ontvangers subtiele aanwijzingen verborgen in taalabstractie kunnen signaleren en erdoor beïnvloed kunnen worden. De bevindingen van hoofdstuk 3 suggereren dat consumenten zich expliciet bewust zijn van de effecten van taalabstractie op ontvangers. Hoofdstuk 4 onderzoekt de werkelijke effecten van taalabstractie. Dit hoofdstuk is waarschijnlijk de belangrijkste contributie van dit proefschrift, omdat het een essentiële bijdrage levert aan de literatuur over taalgebruik, en relevant en praktisch toepasbaar is voor marketeers.

Ten eerste laat hoofdstuk 4 ter uitbreiding van op basis van eerder empirisch werk (e.g., Douglas & Sutton, 2006, 2010; Reitsma-Van Rooijen, Semin, & Van Leeuwen, 2006) zien dat ontvangers informatie over de productattitude van de zender kunnen distilleren uit de taalabstractie van een productboodschap. Hierbij is het van belang te vermelden dat het afleiden van de productattitude van een zender uit een productbeschrijving een ingewikkelde taak is waarin verscheidene motieven en variabelen de inhoud en vorm van deze beschrijving kunnen beïnvloeden (Sundaram, et al., 1998). Ontvangers zijn zich waarschijnlijk bewust van de vele factoren waaraan zij het gebruik van concreet of abstract taalgebruik kunnen toeschrijven. Desondanks werd er in hoofdstuk 4 gevonden dat ontvangers van meer abstracte taal in mond-tot-mond communicatie concludeerden dat een zender een meer ‘extreme’ of uitgesproken productattitude heeft. Specifiek betekent dit dat een ontvanger uit een abstract beschreven negatieve ervaring afleidde dat een zender negatiever was dan wanneer deze zender dezelfde ervaring meer concreet beschreef. Terwijl een ontvanger uit een meer abstracte (vergeleken met meer concrete) beschrijving van een positieve ervaring afleidde dat een zender een meer positieve productattitude had. Met andere woorden, een ontvanger bestempelt een zender als meer positief over een
product wanneer deze positieve mond-tot-mond communicatie abstract beschrijft en negatieve productervaringen concreet beschrijft.


Is positieve informatie wanneer zij abstract omschreven wordt dan altijd meer overtuigend dan in concrete taal? Zo simpel is het waarschijnlijk niet. Mond-tot-mond communicatie is een interactief en flexibel proces en dit heeft consequenties voor het taalgebruik van de deelnemende partijen. Een boodschap kan meer of minder aannemelijk zijn afhankelijk van de communicatiesituatie, zoals het doel dat een ontvanger voor ogen heeft met een product (de ‘mindset’).

De derde bijdrage van hoofdstuk 4 was aantonen hoe de focus (‘mindset’) van een ontvanger de overredingskracht van taalabstractie beïnvloedt. Het laatste experiment van hoofdstuk 4 liet zien dat een productbeschrijving in concrete taal meer overtuigend is dan in abstracte taal voor een ontvanger die handelingsgericht is (‘process mindset’: wanneer iemand nadenkt over het gebruik van een product). Daarentegen is een abstracte boodschap meer overtuigend wanneer een ontvanger uitkomstgericht is (‘outcome mindset’: wanneer iemand nadenkt over het eindresultaat (de gevolgen) van het gebruik van een product). Dit betekent dat een positieve aanbeveling abstract omschreven niet altijd meer overtuigend is, maar dat de overtuigingskracht van taalabstractie afhankt van de communicatiesituatie.

Naast de ‘mindset’ van een ontvanger zijn er ook andere variabelen in de communicatiesituatie interessant die de overtuigendheid van taalabstractie zouden kunnen beïnvloeden. Voorbeelden zijn de cognitieve capaciteit en (de sterkte van) de
productattitude van een ontvanger. Dit proefschrift heeft zich beperkt tot het onderzoeken van de effecten van taalabstractie op ontvangers die vooraf geen mening hadden over het product ter discussie (‘new brand users’). Consumenten hebben echter dikwijls een mening over producten en diensten (bv. ‘other brand loyals’; Rossiter & Bellman, 2005). Een gevestigde attitude over een merk of product kan invloed hebben op de mate waarin nieuwe informatie over dit product wordt overwogen. In de algemene discussie van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk 5) worden enkele verwachtingen ten aanzien van de relatie van de attitude van de ontvanger en de invloed van taalabstractie beschreven. Zo wordt bijvoorbeeld voorspeld dat voor informatie die in lijn is met de attitude van de ontvanger (bv. een ontvanger met een positieve attitude krijgt een positieve aanbeveling) de effecten van taalabstractie vergroot zullen zijn, omdat abstracte taal de generaliseerbaarheid van de informatie benadrukt.

**Mond-tot-mond Communicatie en Marketingcommunicatie**

Dit proefschrift is gericht op taalabstractie in communicatie tussen consumenten onderling (‘consumer-to-consumer’ communicatie). Een interessante vraag is of de bevindingen van dit proefschrift ook van toepassing zijn op marketingcommunicatie. Kan een marketeer de resultaten van dit proefschrift toepassen in commerciële communicatie, zoals in reclame en PR? Ik verwacht dat veel van de bevindingen van dit proefschrift van kracht zullen blijven in ‘business-to-consumer’ communicatie, maar wellicht kunnen zij niet direct gegeneraliseerd worden naar alle vormen van marketingcommunicatie. Een belangrijk verschil tussen mond-tot-mond communicatie en marketingcommunicatie is dat de eerste minder overtuigingskennis (‘persuasion knowledge’; Campbell, 1999; Campbell & Kirmani, 2000, 2008; Friestad & Wright, 1994) en weerstand activeert. Ik veronderstel dat deze variabelen de overtuigingskracht van taalabstractie zouden kunnen beïnvloeden. Toekomstig onderzoek zal moeten uitwijzen of overtuigingskennis het effect van taalabstractie op ontvangers inderdaad beïnvloedt.

Veel marketingcommunicatie activeert echter geen overtuigingskennis (Campbell & Kirmani, 2000). Bijvoorbeeld, als consumenten afgeleid zijn (‘cognitively constrained’). In deze situaties suggereren de bevindingen van dit proefschrift dat bedrijven het meest positief overkomen in hun communicatie naar consumenten als zij positieve productinformatie abstract beschrijven en negatieve informatie concreet formuleren. Voor het minimaliseren van de impact van negatieve informatie, zou
Toyota er bijvoorbeeld goed aan doen het terughalen van hun auto’s en de storingen van hun producten in concreet taalgebruik te communiceren. Daarnaast moet bij de woordkeuze (taalabstractie) van marketingcommunicatie ook de doelgroep van deze communicatie in overweging worden genomen (zoals ‘new category users, brand loyals or other brand loyals/switchers’; Rossiter & Bellman, 2005).

**Conclusies**


Mocht er in de toekomst iemand aan u vragen waar mijn onderzoek of dit boek over gaat, dan hoop ik dat u de volgende twee zaken zult hebben onthouden: 1) consumenten gebruiken meer abstracte taal wanneer zij productervaringen beschrijven die overeenkomen met de mening die zij van tevoren al over het product hadden, en 2) abstracte beschrijvingen hebben over het algemeen een grotere invloed op andere consumenten.
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LANGUAGE ABSTRACTION IN WORD OF MOUTH

In word of mouth, consumers talk about their experiences with products and services with other consumers. These conversations are important sources of information for consumers. While word of mouth has fascinated researchers and practitioners for many years, little attention has been paid to the question of how consumers talk about products and brands, and whether and how this moderates the extent to which they influence other consumers. This dissertation fills this gap, and focuses on the language that consumers use when they describe their experiences. For example, if your brand new shirt lost its color after one or two washes, you could say to your friend “My shirt has faded,” or you could say “My shirt was of poor quality”. In the former case, you provide a very concrete description of what has happened. In the latter, you use more abstract wording, which generalizes this single experience to an overall impression of the shirt’s quality. This dissertation focuses on language abstraction, because abstractness is an important aspect of language, and it can be coded unambiguously and relatively easily. A series of experiments examined when and why consumers use abstract versus concrete language in word of mouth, and how these differences in language use affect the receiver of the word-of-mouth message. Among other things, the results show that consumers use more abstract language when they describe experiences that are in line with their prior opinions about a product, and that more abstract descriptions generally have a larger impact on other consumers.
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The Erasmus Research Institute of Management (ERIM) is the Research School (Onderzoekschool) in the field of management of the Erasmus University Rotterdam. The founding participants of ERIM are Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), and the Erasmus School of Economics (ESE). ERIM was founded in 1999 and is officially accredited by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The research undertaken by ERIM is focused on the management of the firm in its environment, its intra- and interfirm relations, and its business processes in their interdependent connections.

The objective of ERIM is to carry out first rate research in management, and to offer an advanced doctoral programme in Research in Management. Within ERIM, over three hundred senior researchers and PhD candidates are active in the different research programmes. From a variety of academic backgrounds and expertise, the ERIM community is united in striving for excellence and working at the forefront of creating new business knowledge.